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Letters
Enclosed you w~llf~nda check to cover
calendar and subscriptionfor one year. I
am working on a thesis on LDS religion at
the Un~versityof Oslo, and although I have
good relationto the Church in Norway,
(w~thoutbeing a Church member myself), I
do miss contacts with the more intellectual
Mormon circles in the States. Notthat Iwant
to say anything bad about Church
members here -they are all very nice
people -but the situationthey llve In, as a
tiny, little-understood minority, demands
that they develop narrownessof mind more
than openness, to defend their position.
Hoping to have a good magazine.

wonder, however,if there IS an audience for
another publicationof th~stype. I have been
a subscriber to Dialogue since its
beginning and am aware of the struggle it
has to remain in print. It would seem wise if
you were to join forces. If not now, "down
the road a piece." I am not in a position to
make a contribution in addition to the
regular subscriptionand I debated for
some time whether to send this in. BYU
Studies is a similar type publication. I'm
asked to subscribe to the new publication
of the Mormon History Association.

While I enjoy having these additional
writings, they are not a substitute for the
regular magazines of the Church and
Tormond Ropeid
anyone who subscribes to them in lieu of
Oslo. Norway
the regular magazines, the Ensign, the
New Era, the Friend, and the Church
News, is making a mistake. Nevertheless,
The news that a new Mormon-basedjournal
success to you.
for young people is to be published is good
news indeed. Hopefully th~snew forum will
Glenn Schwendiman
encourage articles from students who have
Freeport, Illinois
never wntten for publication before. Any
incentivethat will help more Mormons to
thinkcleally and put theirthoughtsdown on
Itoo believe in the great potentla1of young
paper will be a benefit to our society.
Saints everywhere. It w~llbe ~ntereshng
to
Best wishes to the editors as they take on see if Sunstone genuinely helps these
the arduous responsibilitiesof publication. young people to grow and mature, or if it
becomes instead an instrument for keeping
May they have strength to maintain their
standards,energy to keep the journal lively, them in perpetual adolescence. Having
been involved In the "Student Movement"
subscnbers to fill their coffers, and luck to
of my own college years, I saw the potential
meet their deadlines.
hazards which can accompany any
undertak~ng
that tends to ~ns~tutronal~ze
the
Claudia L. Bushman
student condition. If I have any words of
Belmont, Massachusetts
adv~cefor your fledgling enterprise, it would
be to caution you against the "perennial
sophomore," who IS learning not for the
Iam going to give Sunstone a try. I really
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future, or even for learning'sown sake, but
rather to avoid facing life outside of the
university. I have one young man
particularly in mind, who was a "wheel" of
sorts when Ientered the university as a
freshman and was still trying to remain such
after I left some six years later. As far as I
know, he is still on Campus -though the
very idea is absurd. If he is, I'm sure he will
submit a manuscript.
Robert F. Bennett
Woodland Hills, California
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without the direct guidance of the Lord's
Priesthood leaders. I believe it is worth the
risk, because there are importantthings
you can do with an open forum to build the
Kingdom (not better, but other things) that
the Church'sofficial publications cannot
do. That's of course why the Lord told us to
be anxiously engaged in the work and do
many things of our own free will, because
"the power IS in [us]." But my suggestion IS
that you remember in all you do that it e the
Lord's work, that to succeed in any
meaningful sense you must have his help
and must seek it In prayer as you work
alone and together and must take that help
when ~tcomes- even when it comes in the
formof inspirationfrom hlm or counsel from
his servant that requires you to put your
loyalty to his work of saving souls above
everything, above your own prestigeand
ambitions, your academic standards and
esthetic values, even the journal's very
existence, if it comes to that. Such painful
choices will be very few, I believe, fewer
than we faced with Dialogue's pioneering
effort, but if you are not prepared to make
them, even better perhaps than we did,
you will not succeed - and you should
not.

It was a great thrill for me to leam of your
plans to publish an independentjoumal of
arts and letters for young Latter-daySaints.
I have been dreaming, praying, and
working hard to formulate and bring about
the proper goals of such a publicationfor
twenty years. When I helped found
Dialogue: A Journalof Mormon Thought ten
years aso, a major purpose was to provide
a place for Mormons in their late teens and
early twenties, those who face special
problems In developing their faith -as a
result of the new challenges of academic or
military or work experience as well as their
natural intellectual development- to
Those of us in the Church who need and
express themselves and hear from others
value such thlngs as Sunstone - because
who had passed or were passing through
of our nature, our special intellectualgifts
the same opportunities and trials.
the Lord has given us to complementthe
Dalogue's other purposeshave kept it from
equally valuable gifts he has given others in
doing this as well as Ihad hoped and there
the Klngdom -tend to value highly and
is certainly room -and need -for a
quote often the last part of the thirteenth
publication such as yours, though I hope
Article of Faith: "If there is anythingvirtuous,
your readers will take advantage of
lovely,or of good report or praiseworthy,we
Dialogue's special rate for students and
seek afterthesethings." We needto remind
continue to treat themselves to the fine
ourselves that there are twelve and a half
writing about the Restored Church that IS
Articles of Faithwhich precede that stirring
publishedthere.
capstone declaratron, and unless we are
struggling to understand and live by all of
Perhaps I could venture one suggestion,
those others (for instance, "We believe in
the fruit of that twenty years of personal
the gift of tongues, prophecy, revelation
struggle. You are taking hold of sacred
things when you presume to publish -to . . ") we have no right to adopt that motto
and artistic endeavorsfor our ~ntellectual
give them indelible and widespread
existence - Ideas and expressions about and little good will come of those efforts.
what is in fact the Kingdomof the Lord, and
you are venturing out on extremely nsky
Eugene England
Kaysville, Utah
ground when you presume to do that

Editorial
Scott Kenney

Scott Kenney is a Ph.D. student rn
American religious history at the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley.He served a
New England mission and completed a
master's degree in musicology at the
University of Utah while playing five
seasons with the Utah Symphony.
Shortly after the camp of Israel had left the
wilderness of Sinai, the Lord commanded
Moses to select seventy elders to preside
over the people. After a month's
preparation, the seventy gathered about
the tabernacle, where the Spirit of the Lord
descended upon them, "and they
prophesied."
But there were two other men on whom the
Spirit also rested, who were not at the
tabernacle, were not of the seventy -and
they prophesiedas well. When Joshua
heard this, he said, "My Lord Moses,forbid
them."
"And Moses said unto him, Enviest thou for
my sake? Would God that all the Lord's
people were prophets, and that the Lord
would put h s spirit upon them!"'
In modem Israelthe prophetic spirit is
renewed among the people - "to every
man is given a gift . . . that all may be
profited thereby." Latter-day Saints are
enjoined to "teach one anotherthe doctrine
of the kingdom," with the promise that "my
grace shall attend you, that you may be
instructed more perfectly. . . in all things
that pertain unto the kingdom of God."'
In teaching the things of the kingdom,
'Numbers 11:10-29

young people play an increasingly
important role, for it is by the light of their
vision that the future of Mormonism
gradually emerges.Sunstone is aforumfor
the participationof Latter-day Saintyouth in
the intellectual and spirituallife of ourtimes.
It is for Latterday Saints who treasure their
religious heritage and labor faithfully for its
future.
In 1906 Elder B.H. Roberts of the First
Council of Seventy declared that the
"crying need of Mormonism is,
"For thoughtful disc~pleswho will not
be content with merely repeating
some of its truths, but will develop its
truths; and enlarge it by that
development. Not half - not
one-hundredth part - not a
thousandth part of that which Joseph
Smith revealedto thechurch has yet
been unfolded, either to the Church
or to the world. The work of the
expounder has scarcely begun. The
Prophet planted the germtruths of
the great dispensation of the fulness
of times. The watering and the
weeding is going on, and God is
giving the increase, and will give it
more abundantly in the future as
more intell~gent
discipleship shall
obtain. The disciples of 'Morminism',
growing discontentedwith the
necessarily primitive methods which
have hitherto prevarled in sustaining
the doctrine, will yet take profounder
and broader views of the great
doctrines committed to the Church;
2Doctr~ne
and Covenants 46 11.12

and, departing from mere repetition,
will cast them in new formulas;
cooperatingin the works of the spirit,
until they help to give to the truths
receiveda more forceful expression,
and carry it beyond the earlier and
cruder stages of its de~elopment."~
May Sunstone attract the best efforts of
young Latter-day Saints who, true to the

31mprovementEra, Volume 9:712-713

fa~ththat their fathers nave cnerished\
will raise the questions, pursue the
discussions, and bear the witness
worthy of a living faith that is both
intellectually vigorous and spiritually
discerning. For above all, Sunstone isan
expression of faith In the commitment,
insight and integrity of youth -and the
working of God among them.
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Art Glass
Windows
inMormon
Architecture
r/

Allen Roberts / Photography by Duane Powell
Allen D. Roberts is a native of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and resided in California before
settling in Utah. He received a B.A. degree
in Art and Designfrom BrighamYoung University in 1973 and is currently working on
master's degrees in architecture and history at the University of Utah. After working
in the architectural professionfor five years,
and compiling an extensive "Survey of
L.D.S. Architecture, in Utah 1847-1930,"
Allen became the Architectural Historian for
the State of Utah, which position he now
holds. He is currently working on a preservation policy for historic buildings owned
by the Church.
Duane Powell filled a mission to Texas,
graduated from the University of Utah in
graphic design, and is presently studying
photography at the University of Illinois. He
and his wife, Dianne, have one daughter,
Sarah Jane.

Mormon architecture, unlike the architectme
of longer established Catholic and Protestant
churches, has never been characteked by
the extensive use of art glass windows. The
process of designing, painting and fabricating
art glass windows is long and difficult and
requires greater technical expertise than could
have been developed before the coming of
the railroad to Utah in 1869. Consequently,
before art glass could be imported from the
Eastem United States and Europe, no demmtive windows were to be found in Mormon
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meetinghouses and tabemades. With the
construction of a large number of spectacular
Gothic-styled tabemades and temples in the
late 1870's, a need for art Qkss windows became apparent
Initiadly, designs and general spedfications for
windows were sent abroad where the glass for
scenes depicting the Savior, the Erst Vision or
other Qospel themes was cut, painted, fired in
kilns (to fuse the paint to the glass), and returned in individual pieces to Utah by ttain
where local glass workers would assemble
mullioned fmrnes and fabricate each inhicate
network of lead and ghss. Sometimes even
the designs were done by "gentile" artists or
simply selected from catalogues - thus the
presence of a few anemic and haloed depictions of Christ in some old Mormon meetinghouses.
One of the first art glass designers and fibricators in Utah was Wellington B. Stafford,
who received expert art glass training in
Canada. Whiie workmg for John Bennett of
Bennett's Paint and Glass (formedySears and
Little), he trained Hany Kimbd, who fabricated the beautiful Fmt Vion windows in
both the Salt Lake 17th (1907) and 2nd
(19B)
ward dmpek. The glass was painted
and b e d in Wisconsin by the La Cross Glass
Company. The pmtotype for these windows
is found in one of the d n g rooms in the Salt
Lake Temple. We have no record of who
designed the exquisite EYS~Vion window in
the temple, but it may have been H.L.A.
Culmer, a prominent late pioneer artist who,
with hi two broth=, opemted a short-lived
art supply store in the late 1880's. The Culmers specialized in importing and making art
and stained glass, but were not sdiaently
skilled to create the temple masterpiece which
was made by the Tiffany Brothers in New
York.
Among the old extant Mormon art glass
windows is the bay window in the Millcreek
Ward meetinghouse (1869-76). Not included in the building originally, the pastoral scene of the Savior was made in Indiana and sent to Salt Lake City where
Bennett's assembled the window on site.
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3agmm of pages l2 and 13

A S.lt lake 2nd Ward
Althoughvery similarto the
17th Ward window, the 2nd

Ward window is the most
cdorful and elabomte of the
two. The two geometric side
panek are replaced here by a
cantinuation of the grove. This
horizontalemphasis, together
with the deptction of the Father
and Son suspended only
slightly a h the ground.
porhay a more pemnal
rep-Won
of the Rrst
v*.

8 Salt Lake 2nd W d Detail

LC Salt Lake 17th Ward
Patterned after the First V l n
window in the Salt Lake
Temple, this 12by 22 foot
Gothicwindow was taken from
the 1907 meetinghouse when it
was lazed, and induded as the
main daign fedtun?of the new
chapelbuilt in 1971 Bennett s
p d d e d all butthe three centraI
pan& which we= i-ed
horn out ofstate.

D MnEay First Ward This
unusual window is quite
Catholic or Protestant in
character. The darkly
pigmented and haloed Christ
appears to be kncck~ngon a
heavy wooden door, perhapsa
prison door -making allusion
to an unidentified scriptural
event

E Murray First Ward Detail
F Salt lake 10th Ward
Befitting the flamboyant
neoGothic Revival anhitedure
of the 1909meetinghouse is this
exquisite tudor-arched window
d e p i i the Savior with a
pleading gesture. "Come Unto
Me." Both the dengn and the
window &If were imported
h m W i n s i n and assembled
by Hany Kimball and John
Bennett of Salt Lake City on the
site.

G Salt Lake 10th Ward Detail

H Salt Lalre 10th Ward Detail
Preceding pages: Salt Lake
17th Ward Detail

ICA
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Divinization:
The Forsotten Teaching
of Early Christianity
Keith Norman

1

,
:I

Keith Normanof Lehi and Salt Lake City,
futfilied a mission to New England.
graduatedfrom BYUand was amemberof
the Tabernacle Choir. In 1973 he
completed an M.T.S. In early Christian
h i i r y at Harvard Divinity School. Keith is
presently studying languages at BYU.

glurified with Christ and himself attains

godhood.
This belief, which receives its Mest treatment in such orthodox fathers as Irenaeus
and Athanasius, is not a popular one with
professing CZhrkth historians today.
Whether their disregard is due to embarrassment or the inability to understand
such a "heresy," those scholars oonditioned by theological training to think of
God as "wholly other" than man tend to
dismiss such talk of the deification of man
as a curious aberration, not worthy of serious consideration, or at least to tone it
down enough so that it escapes notice1.
Nevertheless, the rodsof thisdoctrine are
in the teachings of Christ and his Apostles
as recorded in the New Testament.

One of the most neglected subjects in the
histay of early Quistian dochinal devebpment is the widely-held view of salvation or the ultimate destiny of man
which is designated by scholars as
"Theosis" or"Divinization." This concept,
espoused mainly from the second through
the fifth centuries after Christ, described
the resurreded physical body as being
d&ed as well as immortalized, so that the More than once pious Jews tried to stone
mkemed and sanctified Christian is Jesus when he hinted of his own divinity
One notable exception is lhe excellentsurvey of

early Christian doctrinal devdopment, nte Emergrnae
ufltre CofhoIicTmdition by Jamlav Pelikan (Chicage

1971). I am indebted to this work for several of the
primary quotations in this paper.
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(John 8:58-59; 10:30-31), and Jesus defended this '%lasphemy" on the second
occasion by quoting Psalms 82-6: "Is it not
written in your law, I said Ye are gods?"
(John 10:34). This saying he desaibes as
'The word of God," and furthermore "the
s a i p t w cannot be broken" (vs. 35). Jesus
made no concessions to "human nature"
in his expectation of his disciples, and his
central statement in the Sermon on the
Mount remains the supreme challenge to
mankind: 'Be ye therefore perfect;even as
your Father in Hemten is perfed. " (Matt. 5:48,
emphasis added). Likewise the vision
which Jesus sees of the destiny of his faithful followers in his lofty prayer in John 17
knows no bounds: the Savior has given
them the glory of God with which he was
endowed, and they will be one, even as
Christ and his Father are one, "that they
may be made perfect in one." (John 17:11,
19-24). Jesus' aim was to share fully with
his brethren all that he had been given.
The theme of the saints as the children of
God and their consequent divine inheritance is a common one among the New
Testament authors, and closely parallels
the thought of John 17. As Paul wrote,
". . . we are the children of God, and if
children, then heirs; heirs of God, and
joint heirs with Christ; . . . that we may be
also glorified together." (Rom. 8:1517).
What we endure now is nothing when we
consider "the glory which shall be revealed in us" (vs. 18),which "eye hath not
seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered
into the heart of man . . . ." (I Cor. 29).
Our eternal inheritance as the sons and
daughters of God is beyond what anyone
has imagined.
Both Paul and Jamesallude to the creation
of man in the image and likeness of God (I
Cor. 11:7; James 3:9), and I John 3 2 assures us that when God appears to us, his
sons, "we shall be like him . . . ." This
theme could be developed at length, but in
these few citationsalone sufficientmaterial
exists to constructa full-fledged doctrine of
the ultimate divinization of mankind, and
this is exactly what the fathers did.
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Although the first clear formulation which
has come down to us via the Catholic
Church of the theosis view of salvation
dates near the end of the second century,
the fact that it appears almost simultaneously in writers as far apart as Irenaeus of
Lyons and Clement of Alexandria indicates an earlier tradition from which they
drew. The explanation of the lacuna in
early second century church is largely to be
found in gnosticism, as will be seen below,
but the assertions of these subsequent
Church Fathers is strikingly direct.
Irenaeus' writings (c. 177-202) are filled
with references to the uniting of man to
God, man's participationof God, reaching
unto God,and the partaking of His splendor. (Against the Heretics III. 18.7, IV.20.5
6). "And how shall man pass into God,"
he asks, "If God [Christ] had not been
caused to pass into man?" (lV.33.4).He
saw our divinely ordained progression
from men to gods (IV.38.4); in order to
perfect us "to be what He is," Jesus Christ
our Lord came to earth (V. preface).
This theme was echoed in the works of
Clement of Alexandria (c. 190-215) when
he wrote" . . . the Logos [Word] of God
had become man so that you might learn
from a man how a man may become
God." (Exhortation to the Greeks 1.8.4).
Clement stressed the importance of possessing the "true knowledge" of the
soul's origin, purpose and destiny, and
thus "the soul [which is kept pure], receiving the Lord's power, studies to become a god." (Shmnata VI. 14). Origen,
who was active at Alexandria immediately followingClement (c. 215254),
defined salvation as the attainment of the
gift of divinity: those who fully followed
Christ would be made divine (De Oratione
27.13). "Many become gods by participation in God; we should flee with all our
power from being men and make haste to
become gods." (On the Gospel of John
11.3,19, cf. 20.29).
The theological basis for man's deification
was the belief that God, through the incarnation of Jesus Christ, had united the

human and divine natures &realms, and He became man." (Orations XMX.19).
thus made it possible for us to bridge the Another smng tradition in the eearly
gap in the 'pposite direction' As Origen
claimed to be
put it,
safeguarding the secret knowledge im. . . from Him there began the union of parted by the resurrected Jesus to his
the divine with the human nature, in worthy disciples, was that of gnosticism
order that the human, by communion - the principle rival of the "orthodoxn2
with the divine, might rise tobe divine, church in the second century. Acnot in Jesus alone, but in all those who cording t~ the analysis of Hans Jonas in
not only believe, but enter upon the life The Gnostic Religion (Boston, 1958), the ulwhich Jesus taught . . . (Against Celsus timate goal of gnosis (knowledge) is God111.28).
hood: the reception of gnosis by the soul
"transforms the knower himself by makAlthough such staunch defenders of the ing him a
in the divine existence
faith as Apollinaris of Laodicea (d. 390), (which means more than assimilating him
'fi Of 'lexandria ( B ~ 412-444)
.
and Leo to the divine essence)" (p. 35). The c o a n t
sub- of gnosis pnmanly concerned the ~denbty
the Great ( B ~ Of
' Rome 440-461)
saibed to this view of salvation, it was and origin of
soul, and the
of
Athanasius (295-373). the hero of Nicaea,
its into its home or
who was the principle exponent Of the tended destiny - the ascent bad< to the
traditiolI "that God the Logos had become divine realm past the guardians or obstaman in Order that man might become cles (personified as aeons) by means of
God." (Pelikan, p. 206) Of all the CJIurch ritual tokens or passwords. The dminaFathers, Athanasius justified his stand tion of
ascent
death is to bemost consist en ti^
the
to
come a Power himself, to "enter the
ture. In discoursing on 1 Peter 1:4's state- Godhead. This is the good end of those
ment on the "great and precious promises: who have attained G
~ to become
~
~
these ye might be partakers Of the God." (Quoted in Jonas, p. 153). In fact
that
divine nature," Athanasius states bluntly, one of the majorsecrets of several Gnostic
was made Inan that we might be systems was the identification of man and
made God." (On the lnazmation of the Word God before the cosmos was
and
65. Cf. Orahon Against the Arians 1.11.38-39, this was espedY the focus of the
n, 19.47, and throughout his writings.) In c.,etypal Primal Man (corresponding to
fact his
defense Of Christ's
Adam), with some sects maintaining that
divinity was to safeguard his conception the highest godhead himself is
of the Savior's work to bestow godhood uonas, p, 217).
upon men, "for man had not been deihed
. . . unless the Son were very God." (Om- It is enlighteningto note that the pioneer in
hon Against the Artans 11.21.70.) Follow- studying and criticizing the Gnostic
ing Athanasius in this were the Cappado- "heresies," the champion of orthodoxy cians, and Basil of Caesaria (c. 330-379) Irenaeus - was also the latter's first
who taught that the Holy Spirit aids us in expliat advocate of Divinization. Thus the
"being made like to God -and highest of doctrine can hardly be seen as a Gnostic
all, being made God." (On the Holy Spirit heresy - the argument was really over
IX.23.)Likewise Gregory of Nazianus (c. how or by what authority theChristian might
329-389) repeated the dictum of faith that attain godhood. Nevertheless it may be
"I may become God to the same extent as that the gnostic insistence on Divinization
'IHe

'

Man\ wholan to&\ &+)lute the protwCathobc
church's clam tu he the %uccr+sorto the Apostohc
Church, since there were se\er;tl sects contenhng this
durn hetore the adopbon of the Roman Church a s the

state rebg~onhv Constanbne See esp Walter Bauer,
Ortholfury ~ntdHerey 111 Eurllat Chnshanty (Phdadelpha,
1971)
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as part of their secret knowledge prompted Irenaeus to bring out into the open or
explain the Chwch's version of theosis,
since one of his axioms was that there was
no "secret apostolic tradition"; it was all
out in the open. An intermediate position
can be seen in the Clementine Remgnitims
(3rd or 4th C.), which holds to a higher
knowledge reserved for only the most
worthy Christians, but claims full allegiance to Catholic orthodoxy. In a fictional dialogue between Peter and Clement of Rome, the Apostle cautions that
the complete destiny of man is beyond
description, but he is pressed further:

"You compel me, 0
Clement, to touch
upon things that are
unspeakable." (I.
51-52). Later he e x p
lains how angels or
prophets are called
gods because of the
authority they receive from God:
"holy men are made
gods to the wicked."
(11.42) Such esoteric
teachings as preexistence, baptism
for the dead and divinization are alluded to or hinted at
throughout the Recognitions, but they
are too s a d to be discussed openly. The
writing and its companion piece Clementine Homilies enjoyed wide popularity
among Christians until the Medieval
Church began to close ranks onheterodox
threats to its authority.
Eventually the concept of Divinization was
absorbed into the mystical tradition of the
Church, after Pseudo-Dionvsius the
~ r e o ~ a & (who
t e was assumed to be the
genuine companion of Paul mentioned in
Acts 17:34) elaborated in the beginning of
the sixth century on theosis as the mystical
"assimilation to God and union with
him." (Celestial Hiemrchy 111.2) Deification
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became the goal of the true mystic who
practiced the three steps of purification,
illuminationion, as suggested by Neoplatonism (Pelikan, p. 344f.). Although
mainstream Christianity had largely appropriated the transcendeht, infinite and
incomprehensible God of Neoplatonism,
it came to reject the Platonic anthropology,
which perceived man as basically irnrnortal spiritual substance - the stuff of godhood. (See Etienne Gilson, God and
Philosophy New Haven, 1941, p. 56.) In
fact the principal reason the doctrine of
Divinization could not survive in the
church's theology proper was that it conflicted with the doctrine of creation ex
nihilo to which most
"orthodox" Christians adhered by the
middle of the third
century. Mankind,
being in the category of finite "creatures," could by the
Creator's
grace
enjoy His presence,
but never really partake of his divinity.
Theodore of M o p
suetia (d.428) criticized soteriological
assumptions of Athana si us when he
stressed Chnst was
fulfillinghurnanityin
Jesus rather than divinizing it. Theodore's
reconstruction of the notion of redemption, by reconciling the doctrines of salvation and aeation, was decisive for ensuing theological discussions, and today defenders of orthodoxy cringe at the full
implications of Paul's hope for the saints to
come "unto the measure of the fullness of
Christ." (Eph. 413)
Although Joseph Smith's disclosure of the
secret of godhood in the King Follet Discourse, expressed in Lorenzo Snow's
couplet, "As man is God once was; as God
is man may become," is to most sedarians
today perhaps the most objectionable
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teaching of Mormonism, it is profoundly
similar to the dictum of the Church
fathers, summarized in the phrase, "God
became man that man might become
God." &ually intriguing is the affinity of
Mormon doctrine with certain aspects of
gnosticism, as it traced the journey of the
soul from its divine origin in the pre-
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existence through an earthly veil to forgetfulness, the revelation of saving knowledge, and the ascent to divinity. This is
indeed a rare opportunity for LDS scholars
to probe and elucidate this heretofore
sadly ignored aspect of the history of
Christian thought.

Kris Cassity / Illustrations by Stefanie Clarlr
Kris Cassity of Anchorage,Alaska, has a
diverse background of experience and
achievements. Of special note is the fact
that he won aposture contest in third grade
and was voted Webelos of the week at the
age of eleven. Kris IS pursuing his fourth
year of undergraduate studies in English,
French, Sociology, Anthropology,
Economics, and General Studies at BYU.
He has served a mission in France and
Switzerland, and is a PresidentialScholar.

Often new converts or Mormons who have had
lime association with other Mormons experience
some frustration upon moving into a dominantly
Mormon society. This frustration is generally
unanticipated, and Morrnonologists maintain
that it is the result of an often misunderstood
game called Mormon chess. This game is played
frequently among Mormons and is similar to the
traditional game of chess, but it has the distinct
advantage that it can be played verbally without
chess figures or a playing board. An explanation
of the fundamentals of Mormonchess should be
very usefulto those who are unfamiliar with this
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game and should be a definite playing asset to
t t w who find themsehresfrequently defeated
and flusbaM.

game is play* whentwo

have

Opinions On the same subjedl Or
opinimns
appear to be
The
Opposing

ofe'
pbyerfo
opinionof his opponent and this make"Own
opwa' W W m m i m . h' en 'me' ~lafler's
opinion s-*dly
disuediM'
Ow

%n&.
To addeve the goal of discreding the
opponent's opinion, each player has a set of
werbal strategies, knownas
"chessmen," that he can use
either to defend his own
opinion or to attack the
opinbn of h iopponent.
Eacn of these chessmen
i'msdifferent characteris8:cs
and on be directed to attack
or defend in given patterns.
7he mark of a skilledplayer is
hiability $ make full use of
J his stra~ies.
'
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formulate. The castles are formed by making
direct statements of logic that support a
player's opinion. Castles are very useful, butthey
have a major weakness: they can only move
straight forward in direct logical progressions,
and are very vulnerablefrom the sides.
A castlecan be easily upset an indirect
attack: for example. an assertion that such and
such a logical
statementisa "worldly
of mu^,
philosopn/.9pA swim
counter. He may attributehi line of logic to
someone who was quoted in a General
Conference and thus frustrate hi opponent's
attack. However, this type of maneuvering is
cumbersome and illustrates the
vulnerability of castles.

pwr

The third rank of chessmen is
composedof the "knights."
Knights are approximately
equal in number aml in force
to castles, butthey are much
more evasive. A knight
strategem is formed by paraphrasing a scripture which
includes a word or words
that mQMbe mcdvably
construedto relateto a given
player's opinion. Knights have
the advantage of changing
directionin the middle of a
move and thus avoiding
capture. If, for example,
a knight is attacked on the
Wi thatthe context of

Tbfimt rank of chessmen,
which are called "pawns,"
havelimitedmobilityand limited
force. The pawn stratagem is
oonstNcted by adding one of
ttPe fallowing statements to a
sDl$mentthat supports a
givwl player's point of view:
My (A. Sunday School teacher
0. Seminary teacher C. religion
responsible player's opinion, Mat
instructor 0.Bishop E. Stake
FWdent)said that. . . . Pawns are easily
player may reinterprethiparaphraseor alludeto
m
m
eby more sophisticated stratagem, but other passages of scripture whiih have similar
words and which might also be construed to
they are oibn useful in confusingthe issues
arnwgh to work to a player's advantage. For
relateto his position. A duel between knights,
often referred to by its French name,
example, when confronted by an opposing
epinh,a player may say, "My seminaryteacher "biblebash ," is a most extraordinary
W that was false." Quite obviously, this will
phenomenon of Mormonchess. A biblebash
divert the dkcussion to a consideration of the
may last almost indefinitelyas each playerjumps
tiwits ofswninruyteachers, and thus avoid the from scripturalinterpretationto scriptural
main issues.
interpretation, never quite able to firmly entrap
his
opponent.
The second rank of Mormon chess strategies,

the"castles," is a more powerful rank than the
pswns, but castlesare much more limited in
number b pawns, tor they. are harder to

The fourth rank of players is called "bishops."
Bishops are in many ways similar to knights
except that they have a greater r a m oi s t r i m
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distance. Bishopsareconstructedby adding, ''A
general authority said that . . ." to a statement
which ressembles a given player's opinion. It is
not essential that a player remember who the
general authority is, the context of his statement,
or even the exact content of the statement. All
these things might be helpful, but they can
detract from a stratagemas well as enhance it.
If,for example, a player says that Brigham Young
was the General Authority who said such and
such, his opponent may well counter with a
differentquote by Brigham Young which
appears to support a different view.
The most versatile and most
devastating of all the Mormon
chessmen is the "queen ."The
queen move, sometimescalled
the "piousputdown," is made
by asserting that the opposing
player, his opinion, or his assertions are worldly, unorthodox,
or anti-religious. Once again,
the player need not show how
this assertion is true; it is
merely sufficient to assert it
or to imply it. The queen is a
particularly destructivefigure
because she can be made to
attack in virtually any
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direction. Opposing queens are thus generally
obliged to be kept some distance apart sinoe a
confrontation of the two generally means a loss
of both. A player who has forfeited his queen is
usually at a definite disadvantage in Mormon
chess.
The final and most essential chessman is the
,gldng,flor the opinion of each player. Kings can
never be taken: they
only be put in
checkmate, ChedtMte occurs when an opinion
is exposed to an attack for which the
defending player can find no defense
and is thus made to appear discredited.
When either player's opinion
is in checkmate, the game ends.
With a basic understanding of
these fundamentals, the novice
player should be well prepared
to play Mormon chess if he just
remembers not to commit one
grevious error: an experienced
player accepts defeat
unemotionally since he realizes
that the next game may well
find him the victor. To display
anger or frustration in defeat
will identify him as a noivce.
Remain calm. Remember,
this is only a game.

A three-act play by:

Robert Elliot, a natlve of Sldney, New York,
went to Brlgham Young University with a
David 0.McKay scholarshrp, served a
mission in Taiwan, and graduated from
BYU in 1973. Bob is presently completing
his master's degree at the the University of
Utah In Englishand drama, and IS married
to Dor~ceWilllams Elliott.
"Flres of the Mlnd" was produced In the
Margetts Arena Theatre, BYU, in
November, 1974,and selected as BYU's
entry In the American College Theatre
Festival.

Fires ofthe M~ndis copyrighted. Any
performance or reproduction of the play is
prohibited wtthout written permissionof the
playright. Such authorization IS not difficult
to obtain, however, and performances are
especially encouraged. Write Robert Elliott,
Paul RobertsAssociates, 555 East Fourth
South, Salt Lake Ci,Utah 84102.
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Author's Preface

Though Fires of the Mind is written in a realisticstyle,
the events and characters portrayed are fictional.
Indeed, the play only creates an illusion of reality, what
Aristotle called a "probable impossibility. " It is highly
unlikely that characters with the temperaments
depicted, though not uncommon singly, would ever
meet and mix in precisely the fashion described.
The play was written, however, with the revelatory
intentions of traditional realism firmly in mind. I
believe that contemporary LDS society is prepared to
accept penetrating self-analysis which, without
resorting to outrange or negativism, attempts to deal
honestly with the human problems and weaknesses
which plague it. Fires of the Mind does not intend, in
any way, to disparage the divine doctrines and
principles on which our religion is founded. It is a
human drama reflecting the imperfect thoughts and
actions of several imperfect but good young men,
each struggling in his own way to become better.
Hopefully, by perceiving the flaws and mistakes of
these imaginary figures (especially, despite his
strengths, those oflohnson), readers and viewers of
the pla y will become more self-awareand, perhaps, be
forewarned regarding tendencies in their own
thoughts and actions. -Bob Elliott
Cast of Characters
ELDER BARNEY JOHNSON,22, a Latter-day Saint
missionary in Nationalist China (Taiwan)
ELDER KEITH POLL, 21, Johnson's third senior
companion
ELDER MARK MARKHAM, 20, Johnson's fourth
senior companion
ELDER JOSEPH MA'TTHEWS, 21, Johnson's zone
leader
ELDER STEPHEN LUCAS, 19, Matthews' junior
companion, the ZLC
BROTHERT'ANG LI SUN (UNCLE SAM),45, their
Chinese houseboy
SISTER CHOU LI TS'WUN (HOLLY),20, a Chinese
college student
BROTHER CH'EN YUN TA, 32, a Chinese college
professor

I
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Synopsis of Scenes
The action occurs over a three-week period i n the
summer of 1970 i n Taipei, capital city of the Republic
of China (Taiwan), and one of its suburbs, Lung
Nan.
ACT I A missionary apartment i n Lung Nan. Late
afternoon.
ACT II A chapel classroom i n Taipei two weeks
later. Early evening.
ACT Ill The missionary apartment one week later.
Early morning.
EPILOG The same. That night.

Setting
Although the play might best be performed i n the
round, with a less cluttered set, I have provided
proscenium directions for convenience i n
visualization. The missionary apartment, though it
is situated o n the third floor of a medium-rent
Chinese apartment building might easily be
mistaken foracheapflat in mid-town Kansas City. It
contains a front room and a kitchen, both
uncarpeted, visible t o the audience. A door
backstage left leads to a bedroom and bath
facilities. Backstage right is the entrance from 4he
apartment balcony and staircase. The front room
contains asmall dinnertable, acoffee table, several
hard-back chairs, two armchairs, a sofa, a coatrack,
a bookcase, and nefarious other articles strewn
about haphazardly. Only a few curious items - a
Chinese painting, a coolie hat hanging from the
coatrack, a Chinese newspaper - suggest that the
apartment's inhabitants are 10,000 miles from
home. The kitchen is nondescript, stripped t o
essentials, containing only a stove, a sink, a
refrigerator, and some drawer o r cabinet space. The
chapel classroom is of white cement, very small and
windowless. It contains only a small table or desk
and a number of fold-up metal chairs. The entrance
from the corridor is backstage right.

Dress
Except for ACT Ill,the missionaries wear standard
white shirts and ties, with reasonably dressy pants,
but without coats. Due t o the weather, the shirts
may be short-sleeved, or the characters may roll
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their sleeves up. Jeans, T-shirts, and tennis shoes
are perfectlyappropriate for the playday. UNCLE
SAM wears rough working clothes, sporting a
besmeared apron in the kitchen. HOLLY dresses in
fashionable Western styles, preferably classy pant
outfits. BROTHER CHEN wears an uninspired
business suit, of any color, a white shirt, and a thin
dark tie.
Act l

(The missionary apartment.
Late afternoon. POLL and
JOHNSONare seated i n the
front room at the dinner
table, drinking Chi Shui.
The lights come up on
JOHNSONfirst, then
spread to POLL and the
entire scene.)
JOHNSON(Lightly.)

Well, how do you feel, ilder Poll?

POLL

I don't know. It's a little like dying.

JOHNSON Come on.
POLL

No, really. I'm scared. (Pause.) It's not just going
home. You see this ring?

JOHNSON Your class ring?
POLL

No, not my class ring. A class ring.

JOHNSON I thought it was yours.
POLL

JOHNSON(Curious now.)

So has everyone my whole mission. Well it's not.
(Pause.)
Whose is it?

POLL Her name i s JennyPeterson.
)OHNSON
POLL

Jenny Pe -J.P.! Ithought that was your mother
writing you all those letters!
Pretty close.

JOHNSON Oh, man.
(He starts laughing.)

POLL
'c
Kis rseven more hilarious.
JOHNSONlaughs harder.)

POLL

JOHNSON
(Grandly, with a grin.)
POLL (Unamused.)

She's waiting, and she thinkswe'll be married in two
months.

I'm up the creek; I mean what can I say?Two years
and the only guy she's been out with is her cousin.
Jeez. (Pause.) What's so doggone funny?
Romeo Poll.

Yeah.

JOHNSON Hey, take it easy, It'll work out.
(Still chuckling.)
POLL Yeah, well
different.

. . .well it's just that thingsare so

JOHNSON Maybe, maybe not. Missionsare screwy. They warp
people. And not only about girls. Jeez, I've never
been so neurotic. Everything's so. . . unnatural.
I

~ O L L The natural man is an enemy to God.
(Needling good-naturedly.)

I ~ Y his
'ull ss.)
POLL
(Grabbingthe bottle.)

Iwonder if anyone's ever been baptized in soda
POP.

Stay where you are Johnson, or so help me I'll soak
you.

(They both get up and circle
the table warily. JOHNSON
stops.)

rI

JOHNSON To Keith and JennyPoll. Cheers.
(POLL laughs and they
drink. A terrible barking
breaks out outside the
door. There are bumping
noises and MARKHAM
appears, haggard and
winded.)
MARKHAM

:

(POLLandJOHNSON
laugh. MARKHAM grins.)

Garbage!

MARKHAM

What was that!

JOHNSON

We call him Cerberus. Can we help you?

MARKHAM

No, I've got it.

(He bumps in, puts down
bags.)
MARKHAM
POLL

Whew! That's a hard climb with a foot locker.
Welcome to the Lung Nan Arms Celestial Suite.

(Laughter.)
MARKHAM

Is thatwhat you guys call this place?(Looksaround.)
Well, i t is pretty nice. You should see the places in
the south.

POLL

I've been there, you young whipper. Hey, you guys
haven't met, have you?

JOHNSON
POLL
MARKHAM
JOHNSON
(They shake hands.)
POLL
MARKHAM

No.
Elder Barney Johnson, Elder Mark Markham.
Hi.
How are you?

Hey, how about some Chi Shui?
All right! ! (Laughter.) Oh, I've still got some stuff in
the cab. Save me a glass, O.K.?

(Goes out; barking.)
(POLLand JOHNSON retire
to the table, both are
meditative.)
JOHNSON
POLL

Seems like a nice guy.
Yeah, you'll get along great.

JOHNSON

You think so?

POLL

Yeah. (Pause.)

JOHNSON

Listen, will you talk to him. I'm tired of going
through it.
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POLL Ybu want me to;?
JOJ-hJSQN Yeah-

PrrLt

i

Iget sarired.

I'm strye he k n ~ w s o w &it afready.

@Inson groans irritably.)

POLL

ell, you letthe cat our sf the Iba8 a# cederemce.

baHw$aN What dlse csuldll do?leez I lealrtngtestimanies tke
it wds a game af dadrlihw. One guy fllopdbwrc.,
the mxtguy stands up, eveq0rfefryingf0;ogfdo the
gwy before. Noway out. L just sat there andwatched
it earning. Mam, Ihadtalbe~hemesi!kressu,re
testirnany. Social teutimamy. jeez, t'hat~irhsme%

POLL Came an.
JOHNSON [burned!)

Well.

..

r

L i e n , you know most of t h ~ s guys
e
meanwhat

they say.
JOHNSON Yeah, but they just say what everybody mtrts ta
hea~.
firsnot thewhktru$h. W s pc~pagirnda.It%a
big psycheup sessian.

PQLL

'

Sure it Is. The Cammunkgs &sthe same fhtnp over
an the mainland. PoTrtical'parties dw it. Businesses
do it. la" p~iwe~thi~lkingi.~Everybady's
gatidaubts,
but they only discuss them i'npriuate.~Euaqkdy
wants t~ be rid0hg a wirsner, so they try t~convince
themselvesthey ate. kcep,t 4 t h us. We knwvyekve
gat rha truth.

JOHNSON S a m of us db.
E)umflinp[,'barking; they
I4pse into! silence.
M R K M reappears,)
Should it cast 50 kwailta gelhere fmm the t~aim
statianR

Thz~t"s;iboutri%ht.

~ u h11,gave the guy abardltime farnathinp. Bh
well, (Hegrim$
POLL

Xnu, want that Chi SRqi?'

~ t i t MVau bet?It's nbt as hat he?e,but 1H sufe k muggy.
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Elder Johnson,why don't you store Elder
Markham's stuff in the bedroom. I'llfill him in on
our investigators.And work on that fifth discussion,
O.K.?

JOHNSON Aye, aye, cap'n. Hey - let me know before you
leave.
POLL

Iwill.

(JOHNSONgoes into the
bedroom.)
MARKHAM (Drinking)

POLL
MARKHAM

POLL

MARKHAM (Casually
checks bedroom door,
which JOHNSONhas
closed.)
POLL
MARKHAM

POLL

Boy, that tastes good. You remember Tate?
Marlowe says that Tate's working out a plan to
import this stuff to the States. He'll make a fortune.

It'll never fly. Tate's all mouth.
Yeah, well, probably so - say, how's the work
going here?
A little slow, right now. We've got one good man
coming along, and one of those eternal girls, and
two students and a housewife on firsts. But
summers are awful, you know. Everybody falls out,
or goes on vacation, or some other doggone thing.
We're frustrated.
How's Johnson?

What?
I wondered -well, you know - since the
conference -and Larsen moved in with us after he
left here. He told us there'd been some problems.

Larsen talks too much.

MARKHAM Well, we all talk.
POLL

Yeah, you're right. We all talk-too much! Listen, I
don't know hat Larsen told you, or what
conclusio?r s you drew from that little incident at
conference, but you've got one heckuva good
companion on your hands. Johnson'sa good man
- he's a good man. (Pause.) Hey, I'm sorry. I know
you're probably nervous about this assignment.
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Well, it's not easy. But don't lose faith in hhnson.
He's got all the tools.
Except one.
POLL Yeah.
4@'ee!5ng rekctantly.)

What's his,pr6blem?
POLL

MRKHAM (Snorts.).

Well, he's hung up on this "real communication"
thing. He knows the Church rests basically on
revelation and individual testimony, and k ' s not
satisfled with what he's eot.
Well, who is?

POLL Yeah, but he looks at it different. He doesn't want a
sign, but he figures the "warm feetings"everybody
talks about aren't e n o u ~ 2h0 base your life on. He
wants somethingmore, and until he gets it, he has
to reserve judgment. And he's honest, painfu~lty
honest. Imean hecanrtjust accept the #adthat he
hasn't completely arrived, and work at it slowly.
He's always thinking about i.tand tormenting
himsalf, and ssmetimes he has to let Loose. Iguess
that's whathappened atjc~nference.He's too
intellectual, Isuppose. Heis smarf. kmefimes he
goes through all his arguments and
counter-argumentswith me. Most of the time I
don'r knowwhat he's talkingabut. Ijust tell him to
be patient and stop worrying. Yeah, he is
intelligent.

MARKHAM The glory of God Is intelligence.
POLL

Huh?

MARKHAM Theglory of Cod is intelligence; the wisdom of men
is foolishness and it profit& them not. That's
Second Nephi.
POLL

Yeah, I know where it's from. jeez, Elder, don't
throw that at him. He'd go into a shell for weeks.

MARKHAM
~rried
and indignant.)

Well, why's he here if he doesn't have a testimony?
How'd he get through his interviews?

POLL

Ahh, you know how it is. Half the guys out here
didn't have a testimony when they left. I didn't. I
didn't know enough. Blind faith pulled me through,
and I'm glad, but I'm sure I wasn't very impressive
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when Iwas interviewed. All they really look for is
desire, and Johnson'sgot plenty of that. He says his
stake president just smiled when he told him all his
doubts and said "You scoundrel, you'll be the best
missionary of them all." And, well, that is the
important thing, Elder Markham. Johnsonwants to
know the truth and he wants to share. School was
getting him nowhere. He figured a mission would
force some answers. So he came.
MARKHAM
POLL

MARKHAM
POLL

How can Ihelp him?
Be patient. President Jonesdrops him a line about
once a week, and they talk whenever he comes in
from Hong Kong. That's why they've kept him here
in thecapital-for easy access. It's kind of a shame,
though. Johnson's always been a leader, and here
he is, stuck in the same city after ten months, still a
junior companion, while all his LTM group are
senior companions or branch presidents. He gets
depressed.
Ican imagine.

Well, listen, if you'll do the work, he'll follow you
and help you. He's no slacker. Just stay with him,
and Ithink it'll come.

(Barking; enter MAlTHEWS
and LUCAS.)
LUCAS
POLL

Scramble, baby. The great white bird awaits.
Lucas, Ionly regret that I'm leaving this beautiful
island to the likes of you.

LUCAS
(Laughter)

Come on, graybeard. I promised Osborne I'd have
you back at the chapel inside of twenty minutes.

POLL

Osborne?-Man, it's been a long time since I saw
him!

LUCAS
(Laughter)

He and Anderson are terrorizing the greenies. You
know how thin Anderson is. Well, he convinced
one kid that he weighed 220 when he came on the
island. Andl heard Osbornewarningtwo kids going
to Kao Hsuungabout blood leeches and poisonous
spiders.

FOLL

Wow, I'd better get down there. I don't want to miss
all1 theaction. (Looksaround.) Well. . .
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Ate yo& bags inrtha Gedresn??
Yeah-

Hey, send lahnsan!a&.

TTHEVVS and L U U S ga
into the bedroom.)

Ooud luck,Elder Pall.
PQLL

#B~MSON(Coming out.)

F

POLL

Same to you~,,Elder.And be patient.
Time?

Yeah.

hesitates; WTII-IEW5
and LFSCAS m m e mt
heavily laden.)
Heve, give me om@uflthase.

I

LWAS

Gives him the heaviest,
hwghing; they p out;

Is

barking.)
Thanks, Elder Pdll. You%e beep dike a brrnther.

You and the Mrs.#

'IfWrkham came b&k and found~ Q dedd,
U
they'd
never cdtchi nib. [They Mbgh.1 r - lbwe p u gElder.
JOHNSON

Me too.

m e y hesitantly embrace,
arm on shoulder.)
LUCAS (Outside.)

POLL

Quick, Poll! We're beingattacked by Red
commandos!
Ha. I'm glad the ZLs are moving in here. I don't like
Matthews much, but Lucas is gonna be one of the
best. Talk to him.

JOHNSON O.K. Seriously, good luck with the lady. And write.
POLL

Thanks, I will.

. . Dzai Jyan.
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JOHNSON Dzai Jyan.
(Barking; POLL i s gone.)
(JOHNSONgoes out on the
balcony, waits a few
seconds, i s seen waving;
comes back in, pours out a
glass of Chi Shui, wanders,
opens a scripture, closes it,
ponders; barking; enter
MARKHAM.)
MARKHAM Brother, that dog is something! I'm sure glad
they've got him chained up. What'd you say you
called him?
JOHNSON Cerberus.
MARKHAM What's that? Sounds like some kind of mass
transportation.
JOHNSON Heh, no. It's from the Greek myths. Cerberus was
the three-headed dog that guarded the gates of
Hell. He kept the dead in and the living out.
MARKHAM And which i s Hell - in here out out there?
(Goingalong, lightly.)
JOHNSON(Coldly.) It depends. Wherever Iam, Hell follows. I better
study.
(He walks quickly into the
bedroom; MARKHAM
looks deflated and
bewildered.)
JOHNSON(Returning.) Hey, I'm sorry, Elder. I guess Ijust like to shock
people or something. Ifigure if they already think
I'm a louse, I can't disappointthem with the real me.
Really, I'm sorry. Can we talk about it later?
MARKHAM Sure. (Pause.) Where you from?
JOHNSON Mesa. You?
MARKHAM Salt Lake. (Pause.) You go to the Y?
JOHNSON Yeah, you?
MARKHAM No, U. of U. One year?
JOHNSON Three.

MARKHAM

How old are you?

JOHNSON
MARKHAM

Hmmm.

JOHNSON What are you studying?
MARKHAM

Oh, I haven't really decided. I'd like to be a doctor.

JOHNSON

Competition's rough.

MARKHAM

Yeah. How 'bout you?

JOHNSON Oh, I've bounced around a lot. Social Science.
Humanities, history. I don't know.
(Pause.)
MARKHAM

Uh, you always been a member?

JOHNSON Well, I was baptized when Iwas eight, if that's what
you mean. Yeah, I'm a lifer.
MARKHAM Your folks active?
JOHNSON(Looks up
irritably, then smiles.)

Yeah. Look, I guess I better explain some things.
Elder Poll didn't have much time. I come from a
good Mormon family. My dad's been in bishoprics
half his life, and my mom's a stalwart Mormon
homemaker. My brother was an AP in England and
my little sister's a seminary officer. (Mildly
sarcastic.) Everybody in our ward thinks we're
wonderful.

MARKHAM What's wong with that?
JOHNSON Let's talk about it another time.
(Sizinghim up.)
MARKHAM No, wait, now if we're gonna be companions we've
got to know each other. Iwant to know what makes
you tick. What's wrong with being respected?
JOHNSON Well, my family's got problems like anybody else.
My dad works too long and too hard, my mom's got
an awful temper. You know. But it's not their fault.
It's the lifestyle. Upper middle class. Split-level
home. Two cars, a camper, a garden, sprinklers,
dishwasher, workshop. I don't know. It's so
domestic, and lifeless- bloodless. The boredom
grates on everybody, even if they don't realize it.
And the Church goes right along with it.
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Everything's geared to the family- which i s fineexcept all the families are geared to money,
success, drudging work, and boring leisure. For
me, the Gospel and Church don't jive. It's hard t o
explain. It seems like there should be more.
(Pause.)
MARKHAM

More what?

JOHNSON

I don't know. Excitement, maybe. Well, not really.
Real active happiness. Joy. Life.

MARKHAM The Church brings me joy.
JOHNSON Really?It bring most people peace. Then they sleep
through life satisfied. They're content, not joyful.
They fall into a pattern and spend the rest of their
lives following a program. And they think they're
happy.
MARKHAM(Mildly defiant.)

Maybe they are.

JOHNSON Hey, I'm not aiming this at you or anybody. It's just
that, well, the Gospel tells us not to be of the world,
and we interpret that as meaning to avoid sex and
drugs and alcohol. But what about materialism, the
whole midde-class mentality?That's twice as
insidious! (He hits the table. Pause.) I think it's
funny that they call good Mormons "active." It
oughta be "passive." (Silence.) You shouldn't have
started me.
MARKHAM

No, that's fine.

JOHNSON Look, I believe in the Gospel. The principles strike
me really right. The New Testament i s beautiful,
though there was a time Iwondered about all that
self-denial. Anyway, it's the doctrines that worry me
-and some of the things the Church does to
people. But Icould swallowthewhole ball of wax if I
knew it was true. Ijust want that assurance, and
then I'll work within the system to make it all
meaningful. The Lord promises individual
revelation. That's what I want. Then I could
surrender myself. But not before. (Shrugs.) That's
why I'm here. They said i n order to know the Gospel
you have to live it and share it. I mean it is good. It
brings people out of total confusion and gives them
self-respect. It just seems like it should do more. I
want more. What do you think?
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Mmm, Elder, Ifeel like I should bear my.

..

Sup-per! Sup-per!

JOHNSON

Uncle Sam!

MARKHAM

The servant?

JOHNSON

Oh, man, don't call him that. (Goingto door.) Say
hey, Uncle!

UNCLE SAM

Hey! Arizona still here! Good! Tonight, bacon,
lettuce, and tomato, heh, heh, heh.

JOHNSON Where's you get it?
UNCLE SAM

Black market, heh, heh, heh.

JOHNSON You old rascal. (They both laugh. To MARKHAM.)
When he cooked for the army, they always called
him the "old rascal." He stole them blind, but they
loved him.
UNCLE SAM
(To MARKHAM.)

Don't worry, I've reformed, heh, heh, heh. The
Mormons came and told me about JohnSmith . . .

.

JOHNSON JosephSmith.
UNCLE SAM

JosephSmith and the Book of Moroni.

JOHNSON Mormon.
UNCLE SAM

Mormon, heh, heh, heh. They perverted me.

JOHNSON Con-verted, you old rascal.
UNCLE SAM

Heh, heh, heh.

JOHNSON His English i s better than mine. Don't let him put
you on. He's a hopeless ham and his favorite role is
the funny-dumb Chinaman. He picked it up from
American T.V. shows. You remember Hop Sing
from Bonanza?
UNCLE SAM
[Mugsand kowtows a bit;
then, to JOHNSON) Who's the new tenant?
JOHNSON Elder Mark Markham - Salt Lake.
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Utah 22.

MARKHAM

What?

JOHNSON

You're the twenty-second Utah elder that's lived
here since he started work. I'm Arizona 5. Poll was
ldaho 16. Uncle Sam, a treat! A Canadian!

UNCLE SAM

Oh, my very first, heh, heh, heh. What else?

JOHNSON

Where's Matthews from?

MARKHAM

California.

UNCLE SAM(Wrinkles his
nose.)
JOHNSON

UNCLE SAM

Ooh.

He doesn't like Californians. (To SAM.) How's your
family?
The same. Ai Mei is still stick and my wife i s very
tired. She works too hard.

MARKHAM

Where does she work?

JOHNSON

The Zenith plant. (To SAM.) Hey, Uncle, maybe
this'll help.
(Pulls pouch off coffee table.)

UNCLE SAM
JOHNSON

UNCLE SAM
JOHNSON

UNCLE SAM
(Roaring.)

What i s it?
It's Idaho's Chinese money. He figured it wouldn't
do him much good in Boise.
ldaho was a good elder. (Pause.) Well, Sup-per!
O.K. Uncle. If you need any help holler.

I am the master of my kitchen, Arizona! You learn
Chinese!

JOHNSON
(Laughing.)

O.K. (To MARKHAM.) The guy's a riot.

MARKHAM

How long has he worked here?

JOHNSON

Three years.

MARKHAM

Any trouble?

JOHNSON No; he's a counselor in the MIA. And he loves the
(Scoffing.) elders, even though he's down on Americans. The
army raked him over good.
MARKHAM
I

:

Sounds like it was mutual.

JOHNSON Dog eat dog, brother. That's one thing I like about
(Barking; MATTHEWS and the Gospel. At least it puts a stop to a lot of
LUCAS are heard singing cutthroating.
"God Be With You." They
come in, finishingthe hymn
together, self-consciously,
very low and out of key.
Laughter.)
LUCAS

MATTHEWS

Man, that was beautiful. Yau should've seen it. The
whole place was going nuts when we got there.
Osborne and Anderson and Jeffrieswere doing a
cancan on the lawn and Moffitt had some
fireworks. Then Poll did his Nixon irnitaion and
waved peace signs at everybody. 1 thought Iwas
gonna split.
It's not so funny for us, Canadian.

LUCAS Well, if you can do aTrudeau imitation, Ipromiseto
laugh just as hard.
UNCLE SAM(From the
kitchen door)

I am Pierre Trudeau, the most beautiful prime
minister in the world. Mah, mah, mah, mah! !!

(He does kissing imitations.
Laughter.)
LUCAS
(Delighted.)

I s that the houseboy?

JOHNSON Uncle Sam.
LUCAS

You don't really expect me to call him that do you?
What's his last name?

JOHNSON T'ang.
LUCAS
(TakingSAM'Swooden
sewing spoon, taps him on
both shoulders.)
UNCLE SAM
(Takes back the spoon.)

Brother T'ang, I dub you Pierre.

What does "dub" mean?

LUCAS
UNCLE SAM
(He raps LUCAS once,
lightly, o n the head and
retires. Laughter.)
LUCAS

It means I've given you a title.
I dub you Canada I.

Anyway, Gordon finally stopped the festivities and
led a prayer. Then we all sang "God Be With You." It
was really something- the old heads, and the
greenies, andthe office staff, andthechapel elders.
Some of the members came down too. (Pause.)
Man, I've gotta be careful or I'llstart crying again.
(Pause.) Yea, even, the great Stoneface did shed a
tear.

(He points t o MATTHEWS,
who grins sheepishly.)
MATTHEWS

It reminded me of leaving the LTM. A mission's too
short.

(Pause; then,
authoritatively, but
apprehensively.)
Elder Johnson?We need t o set you some new
language goals. Your old ones are out of date.
JOHNSON

Oh, great!
Let's go i n the bedroom.

JOHNSON Likea lamb t o the slaughter.
(Heaving a sigh.)
(Walking i n t o the
bedroom.)
JOHNSON

How many times have we been through this?

(MATTHEWS closes the
door.)
MARKHAM
LUCAS
MARKHAM
LUCAS

He hasn't even got the sixth yet?
Not yet.
How's his conversation?
Really good; he speaksas well as anybody, and he's
got the gist of all the lessons. It's just the
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memorizing that bogs him down. He's sort of.
got other things on his mind.
MARKHAM
LUCAS

MARKHAM

LUCAS
(Quietly.)
MARKHAM
(Astonished.)
LUCAS

MARKHAM

..

Yeah, we talked a little already.
He's probably got more talent forthe languagethan
any elder I've met.
Hm! Well, he couldn't have any more talent than
you. They tell me you learned all six in the LTM.
Down south they call you Wonder Boy.
You know, I'm a little ashamed about that?

Are you kidding?

No, really. Oh, I'm glad I learned the lessons, all
right. It's been a big help. But I sure had a bad
attitude in the LTM.
How so?

LUCAS

Icome from a little hick town i n Alberta. When Igot
my mission call, I made up my mind that no big city
Heart of Zion boys were ever gonna show me up. I
was determined to beat 'em all. You see what I
mean?Iwent into the LTM red hot and Iburnedthe
place up. But it wasn't for the Lord. Iworked really
hard, but only to prove that I was the best. All that
work wasan egotrip. I felt competitive. You know, I
not only felt good when I succeeded on a
conclusion or a discussion - Ifelt good when my
companions failed! I'm surprised the Lord didn't
humble me- hit me with a stupor of thought or
something.

MARKHAM

I don't see anything wrong with wanting to be the
best. That's what the Gospel'sall about - reaching
exaltation. And only a few'll make it.

LUCAS

Sure, I want to be my best. And Iwanta make
exaltation. But it's not a contest. We're supposed to
love and help each other. You can't kick and elbow
your way to glory - it's just not Christlike. I don't
know how this "better" and "best" thing got
started, anyway; it's the same stuff that ruined the
Nephites. Everywhere, everybody wants t o be the
best. The best roadshow, the best Sunday School,
the best mission, It's not enough just t o live
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righteously and do the Lord's work. People expect
all kinds of praise and recognition for it.
MARKHAM
LUCAS

MARKHAM
(Blankly.)
LUCAS

MARKHAM
(Fairly snowed.)
LUCAS
(Laughs.)

MARKHAM

LUCAS
MARKHAM

Praise reinforces people. It helps them.
Sometimes; but people are too praise-oriented,
you know?They all want a reward. Rewards are a
Law of Moses concept. Do we obey the
commandments just t o gain a reward -a blessing?I
hope not. Christ said "if ye love me, keep my
commandments." That's the ticket. We obey out of
love for God, not becausewe know what He can do
for us.
Yeah.

It's funny the way rewards sort of creep up on us.
You're from Salt Lake; you ever notice how many
people consider leadership positions rewards for
living the best lives?No, really, think about it. Don't
you set up a ranking system i n your mind about
which Church positions are the most prestigious?
And don't you judge people by the positions they're
called to? And don't you look at the supposedly
more prestigious jobs as rewards? It's hard not to; I
have an awful time. But that's the worldly
perspective. The world i s completely
reward-oriented. The Gospel is based on love.
That's pretty heavy stuff, Elder Lucas. You come on
like a philosophy prof.
Yeah, well, it's been my pet subject ever since I
realized what a bum I was in the LTM. I didn't mean
to talk your ear off.
No, it's interesting. I'll have to think about it.
(Pause.) I guess I've been thinking a little about it
already - rewards, 1 mean. I've been out almost a
year and things just haven't been like I expected.
The mission field you mean?
Yeah, I don't know. I've worked hard since I came
out and sometimes Iwonder if it's been worth it. A
few people that I've taught have come into the
Church, but three of them are inactivealready,and I
don't think the rest really know what they're doing.
Everytime somebody really feels the Gospel and
comes in ,somebody else loses it and goes out. I hit
the doors, and check all the referrals, and fast and
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pray and study, and I beat my brains out at night
trying t o think of creative new approaches, new
introductions. If I could have baptized one family,
or just one good man . . .
LUCAS

You'd like to see some results.

MARKHAM Well, I've seen some good come from my work; but
(Pursuing this rapidly.) it sure seems insignificant compared to the
scriptures, or Church history, or even some of the
things I used t o hear in Sacrament meetings. It
seems like there should be something here, toosomething I could put my finger on and say, "That
was a success."
LUCAS Yeah, I know how you feel. Usually there is; but
really if we have faith and work hard, the Holy
Ghost'll tell us we've done well. Besides, tangible
success is just another reward - an outward sign.
Rewards are a lot like signs. They're artificial. Take
Johnson-now he's a sign-seeker even though he's
pretty subtle about it. He wants some glorious inner
manifestation. But he still wants it t o come from an
external source. He won't accept anything his own
spirit tells him, even when he's been touched by the
Holy Ghost. He calls it emotion, and goes on
waiting for something supernatural.
Reward-seekersaren't that complex. They just want
some outer confirmation that they've done well material comforts and blessings, praise, or a
position. But i t amounts to the same thing.
Reward-seekersand sign-seekers are both looking
for proof that they're worthy. They're both
insecure, and they want the Lord t o compensate
them for it. Sometimes He will, but sometimes He
won't. I guess that's the trial of faith, or at least one
of them. (Synthesizing.) Yeah. Reward-seeking
equals sign-seeking. (Brightly.) I like that. (Pause.)
MARKHAM

It sounds good. But, you know, i t seems like half the
scriptures talk about life and the commandments in
terms of rewards. Obey, and receive a blessing,
obey and inherit the earth, obey and receive
exaltation.

LUCAS That's terrestrial stuff. It's milk, not meat.
MARKHAM Maybe so. (Pause.) You know, you just hit on
something else Ididn't expect out here. Iwas ready
for bad food, sickness, crummy apartments, doors
slammed in my face, even persecution, and I
haven't had problems with any of 'em. The food and
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the apartments are pretty good and the people are
really pretty nice. But I wasn't ready for a
companion without a testimony. Ithought even if
we didn't get along personally, we'd at least have
common goals. What can I do about Johnson?
LUCAS

Listen, his bark is worse than his bite. He's been a
fine missionary these last three months. Give him a
chance. His spirit's coming around and it's telling
him good things, even if his head doesn't know it
yet.

MARKHAM

I hope so. (Earnestly.) Iwant to do the work here
and we've got to do it together. (Pause.) Ijust want
to be a good missionary, you know?

LUCAS

We all do.

(MATTHEWSand
JOHNSONcome out of the
bedroom. MATTHEWS i s
visibly rattled and
perturbed. JOHNSONi s
bland and whimsical, his
eyes twinkling.)
MA'TTHEWS ElderMarkham. Sorry1didn'ttalk to you rightaway. I
wanted to get those goals set with Elder Johnson
while we had a chance. Welcome to Lung Nan.
(Handshake.)
MARKHAM

Thanks, Elder Matthews.

(There is some obvious
hero worship here.)
LUCAS
UNCLE SAM
(Roaringfrom kitchen.)

LUCAS

Whew, I'm bushed. How long till supper?
Twenty minutes! Any complaints, Canada?!

Mais, non, Pierre. Pardonnez-moi. (Laughter.
LUCAS staggers in mock agony.) Uhh! It's got me!

MARKHAM What?
LUCAS The force. It's irresistible. (He clutches the door
(Movingtoward bedroom frame as though being blown by gale force winds;
as though beingsucked into hoarsely.) Mattressgravity. I'm a goner, boys. Wake
a vacuum.) me for dinner.
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(He vanishes. There is a
plop and a long sigh.
MARKHAM, MATTHEWS,
and JOHNSONlaugh.)
Crazy kid.
MARKHAM

Well, how's the work here in the North?

MAITHEWS

Oh, it's coming; the Lord i s blessing us daily. The
harvest i s at hand if we'll just thrust in our sickles
and reap. If the Lord is with us, we can't fail.

MARKHAM

The Gospel's so beautiful. I've never been so
happy.

MATTHEWS

Yes, these are the best two years of our lives.

MARKHAM

It's so wonderful to be serving these people.
They're so humble and beautiful. I work my tail off
and I love every minute of it. It makes me feel so
good. I wish I could just do this forever.
How long have you been out?

MARKHAM

11%months tomorrow.

(JOHNSONhas been
relaxing with his Chi Shui,
listening in quiet disbelief.
This cracks him up.
MAITHEWS and
MARKHAM glance over.
JOHNSONstops laughing.
They continue.)
MAITHEWS

Well, the worth of souls i s great in the eyes of the
Lord. It gives me a warm feeling all over to see the
Gospel spreading here.

MARKHAM

Like a rock cut from a mountain without hands.

MATTHEWS

Huh?

(JOHNSONputs an open
Bible over his face to hide
his laughter.)
MARKHAM

Daniel's prophecy.

MATTHEWS

Oh. (Pause.)Yes, theseare the besttwo years of our
lives.
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Yup. (Nods his head; pause.) I've never been so
happy.

(Pause; JOHNSON is
obviously laughing again.
They look at him.)
MAlTHEWS Something funny, Elder Johnson?
(Nettled.)
jOHNSON
(Barely under control.)

No, no. I'd better go study.

(He goes into the bedroom
shaking with silent mirth.)
MARKHAM Say, when does Gordon leave?
MAlTHEWS The AP? Oh, three weeks or so. President Jones
wanted him t o supervise the move and make sure
everybody's settled O.K.
MARKHAM When he goes, who'll take his place?
MATTHEWS

Oh, I don't know.

MARKHAM

I'll bet it's you. You're surely qualified.

MATTHEWS

Thanks. Well, the Lord will call whoever's best for
the job. Besides I've only got three months left.

MARKHAM

That's plenty of time. Gordon's only been in nine
weeks. I'm sure it'll be you.

MAlTHEWS

Maybe so.

MARKHAM

Wow!

MATTHEWS What?
MARKHAM That'd be some job. (Brief pause.) I mean think of
the responsibility. With President Jones only here
once a month, the AP has to handle everything.
Gee! I don't think I could ever prepare for anything
like that.
MATTHEWS

Oh, i n these positions you learn to trust the Lord.
He never lets you down. No one ever feels prepared
for a calling, but the Lord makes weak vessels
strong.

MARKHAM

I'll remember that.

MATTHEWS

We've heard good things about you up here, Elder
Markham. You and Elder Morris baptizedsix people
in the last two months, didn't you?

MARKHAM

Yes.

MATTHEWS

And you averaged seventy hours a week. That's
moving.

MARKHAM Well, there's no time to waste, you know.
MAlTHEWS And seventeen investigators! How many will make
it?
MARKHAM Oh, hard to say. They're all on early lessons.
MATTHEWS Any families?
MARKHAM No, we've been trying to start a couple, but none
yet.
MAlTHEWS Good men?
MARKHAM Well, mostly high school kids really.You know how it
is in the South.
MATTHEWS
(Pause.)

It's the same here.

MARKHAM

Say, if you do go AP, who'll be the new zone leader
here?

MATTHEWS

Oh, President Jonesreally likes Lucas but he's only
been out eight months, so I imagine he and Jensen
would go co-ZL.

MARKHAM Jensen'sthe district leader now here isn't he?
(MATTHEWS nods.) Hmm, who'll takehis place?
MATTHEWS

Well, it's up forgrabs. Wouldn't surprise me if itwas
you though.

MARKHAM Me!
MATTHEWS

Your reports have looked very good.

MARKHAM Wow!
MAlTHEWS

It's not a sure thing.

MARKHAM Oh, of course not. Wow, I . . .
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See what you and Elder Johnsoncan do here in Lung
Nan. I'll be talking to Elder Gordon and President
Jonesin a couple of weeks.

MARKHAM I'll do my best. (Pause; MARKHAM sighs.)
Brother. . . .
MATHEWS

You worried about Johnson?

MARKHAM Yeah.
MATHEWS Well, you got a right. He's a pain in the butt. I've
(Talking lower.) talked to him twice and it didn't do any good. He
thinks he's twice as smart as anybody. And he just
mopes around. He hasn't even learned the lessons
yet. Says he can't concentrate. The guy's a loafer
and a goldbrick. He drags down everybody. Don't
let him get to you.
MARKHAM He's already started telling me some of the junk he
thinks about. It's incredible.
MATHEWS

I haven't seen many guys Ithought were worthless
out here, but Johnson'sone. He makes things
miserable.

MARKHAM What can I do?
MATHEWS Well, the big thing is don't baby him. Poll let him
have his way and it messed them both up. Their
hours went way down. It killed the zone average.
They were always talking. Or at least Johnsonwas.
Poll'd pick his toenails or his nose or something,
(MARKHAM laughs) and Johnson'djust rattle on.
Poll didn't have the guts to lay on him. You know
how he was. He never even made DL. Straight
senior for fifteen months. No leadership. I don't
know how many hours they wasted.
MARKHAM

What about their contacts?

MATHEWS

Well, that was funny. They did really well. They
baptized two people a month all three months they
were together. Idon't knowwherethey found 'em.
And they've got one great guy now, too. Brother
Ch'en. Gee, don't lose him. He'sa potential branch
president.

MARKHAM How'd they find him?
MATHEWS Johnsonmet him on a bus. He's goodat that. He just
starts talking to people. Like Lucas. Yea, Johnson's
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O.K. sometimes.
MARKHAM

But mostly he's a pain.

MATTHEWS

You wouldn't believe. He makes everybody
nervous. You've got to get him moving. Stay on
him. Work his tail off. And don't take any crap. If he
starts to fizzle, remind him who he i s and what he's
here for.

MARKHAM

I'll try. What about their other investigators?Poll
mentioned an "eternal girl?"

MATTHEWS

Holly Chou. Yeah, she's a foxy college chick that
just walked into the chapel one day and started
talkingto Poll. Her English i s pretty good and Ithink
she just wanted some practice. Poll got her into
English class, and a week later they started teaching
her the lessons. She was a fire-eater right up until
they started seriously talking baptism. Then they
found out she had some family problems. Her dad's
a traditionalist and doesn't want her to join. I think
he's pretty mean to her. She comes out to church
and all the members love her. I think she's got a
testimony, but it's hard to tell with girls, you know.
They've been teaching her an extra lesson now and
then, and Poll wanted to talk to her father, but she
wouldn't let him. There's potential there. Stay with
her. Careful, though, she'sa knockout.

MARKHAM

Don'tworry. I've had itwith little girls. Iwant agood
man or two.

MATTHEWS

Don't we all. (Pause.) Well, Johnsoncan tell you
about the others. (Earnestly.) But listen, Elder
Markham, you've gotta have some ready by the end
of July. The zone's running low. Even Hong Kong
beat us last month.

MARKHAM

We'll have some. Hey, how's the food here?

MAllHEWS

I've heard it's the best. Brother T'ang alternates
Chinese and American food. Oh, and that'sanother
thing. Most of the elders like Brother T'ang. But
frankly, he bugs me. I don't trust these slant-eye
houseboyseven if they are members. Andthis one's
too sawy. You know? He. . .

.

UNCLE SAM (From kitchen.)

Arizona!

JOHNSON Yo!
(From bedroom.)
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Set the table!

JOHNSON Aye aye, Uncle - (Comes out; looks at MARKHAM
and MATTHEWS; chuckles.) Well, you guys got all
our problems solved?
MAlTHEWS Iforgot to tell you he's a wise guy too. I don't envy
you, Elder Markham. Remember, don't takeany
crap.
END OF ACT I

(The chapel classroom.
Early evening. Two weeks
later. JOHNSONis seated at
the table, studying. The
lights come up on him, then
spread. MARKHAM i s
pacing impatiently.)
MARKHAM He's fifteen minutes late already.
JOHNSON He'll be here.
MARKHAM Is he always late?
JOHNSON Always.
MARKHAM Boy, I hope we haven't lost him. (Pause.) How's that
fifth coming?
JOHNSON Awful. I can't concentrate.
MARKHAM Well, you'd better get on it. Matthews wants you to
have all six by the move next week. He's holding
me responsible. How long have you been out
anyway?(Silence.) Come on, let's hear the first
three conclusions.
JOHNSON I'm not ready.
MARKHAM Johnson, when are you gonna get smart?You've
(Rebuking him, but without been dogging it ever since we started working
malice.) together. You don't study in the mornings. You just
sit there and read, or write in your journal, or stare
off into space. That won't get you anywhere. You
dog it on your bike. You dog it when we're tracting.
Ialways have to wait for you. You even dog it in
meetings. Imight as well be alone most of the time.

(Pause.) You better shape up. (Pause.) Understand?
JOHNSON I ought to. I hear it daily.
MARKHAM

And you'll hearit untilyoudosomethingabout it! My
patience is wearing thin. So is Elder Matthew's and
President Jones'.

JOHNSON President Jonesunderstands.
MARKHAM

Wanna bet?

JOHNSON You haven't talked to him.
MARKHAM

He wrote me a letter before the move.

JOHNSON What'd he say?
(Interested.)
MARKHAM

He said, Johnson,t l ~ ayou're
t
his biggest headache
right now and that he doesn't knowwhat to do with
you.

JOHNSON He dld not.
MARKHAM

He did. A d he said he was sorry to put me into such
a tricky situation, but somebody had to babysit, and
he wanted someone responsible.

JOHNSON He didn't say "babysit."
MARKHAM Well,thatlswhat he meant. So shapeup. You say
(Slightly abashed, then you don't want to be the baby, the "problem
kindly advising.) missionary." Don't be. Get on the ball, Elder.
MARKHAM Come on, let's hear that first conclusion.
(He waits; pause.)
JOHNSON Have you ever wondered what it'd be like to be
(In a serious tone.) Satan or Cain? Iwas reading today how Cain
became Master Mahan. That's powerful stuff.
MARKHAM
JOHNSON
(Enjoyingthis.)

MARKHAM

Don't talk about it.
I look in the mirror sometimes andwonderwhat it'd
be like to be possessed. I kind of let my eyes gleam
and flash, and screw up my cheekbonesand squint.
Then tighten every muscle in my body, and think
aboutwarormurderorsex. Once Istartedtoshiver.
You're talking evil, Elder Johnson. I don't want to

hear it. That kind of talk brings on darkness. You've
heard the stories. Drop it and, for your own sake,
don't even think about it.
Stories. Iwouldn't mind seeing a devil. At least I'd
know.
MARKHAM Will you shut up?(Pause.) Look,please give me the
(Loudly) first conclusion.
JOHNSON Don't worry, Elder. Sometimes I think I'd be better
at wickedness than Iam at righteousness. I have all
kinds of ingenious ideas for evil. I bet I could be
really creative. But it scares me as much as it does
you.
MARKHAM If it did, you wouldn't talk about it.
JOHNSON Huh, maybe you're right. (Gets up.) No, Iwant to be
righteous. Iwant the Gospel to be true. Hm! It's
funny. Idon't knowiftherearedevilsany morethan I
know there's a God. But they're a lot easier to talk
about.
MARKHAM Haven't you ever felt like you've had an answer to
prayer?
JOHNSON Sure, for a day or so. Even before my mission I'd get
so uptight about truth that I'd go for a week or so
not really thinking about anything else. Then I'd
pray my guts out, and cry, and yell, and plead with
God to hear me and answer me. Once or twice,
when Iwas really into it, I'd suddenly feel good and
all the tension and bitterness would leave me.
MARKHAM

That sounds like an answer.

JOHNSON Ithought sotoo until Icooled off and began to think
objectively. Then Irealized I'd been under a great
emotional strain. Pressure does strange things to
people. They'll do anything to relieve it - even lie
to themselves. Every time I'd begin to feel good, I'd
start wondering if I'd convinced myself I'd had an
answer. Then all my doubts would come flooding
back and I'd start over. (Pause.) Well, I don't know
why I'm using the past tense. It's exactly the same
now. (Pause.) You know, if the Church isn't true,
whoever thought up this personal revelation trip
was a genius. I mean there's no way out. You can't
prove the Gospel is false. No way. They'll always tell
you you weren't worthy, or you asked wrong, or
God's reserving his answers. But you want it to be
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true. So you keep on plugging. The Mormon God i s
a one-armed bandit and I'm a compulsive gambler. I
feed him coins of my time and I keep on losing. A
month, a year, nowtwo years forthis mission. And I
always say I'll quit if I don't get an answer. But,
everyone says "Try, just once more, try. You've
tried so hard and so long. Don't quit now. Maybe
it'll come this time." And it never does. A taste,
sometimes - a feeling, a thought - but it's only a
tease. They never last. Never. (Pause.) I'm sick arid
tired of the whole routine.
MARKHAM Elder Johnson, all I can say i s I knowthe Gospel is
true.
JOHNSON Yeah.
(Starts to retort, then:)
MARKHAM

I know it's true because it makes me happy.

JOHNSON Ahh. There! That's where we see things differently
When Iwas fifteen I decided that a man could seek
truth or happiness, but one had to take priority. I
decided Icouldn't really be happy without truth.
Truth had t o come first. You see? I could never say
something's true because it makes me happy. For
me, it'sgot to be the other way around. It makes me
happy because it's true.
MARKHAM
(Shakes his head.)

Wow! All I know i s the Gospel can give us both.

JOHNSON

I'd like to think so.

MARKHAM

Iwish Brother Ch'en would get here. (Pause.) You
know, I've been out almost a year and this is the first
really older man I've had a chance to teach. I'm so
sick of little girls. But they're the only ones that
seem to hang in there.

JOHNSON

Male chauvinist.

MARKHAM
(Smiles.)

President Jonessays this island needs priesthood.
Girls are all right, but they're no goodto us.

JOHNSON
(Teasingagain.)
MARKHAM
(Laughs.)
JOHNSON nods.

That's a pretty brutal thing to say.

Jeez, I'm a nervous wreck. I'm gonna go wait out
front. Will you work on that fifth?

MARKHAM smiles and goes
out.)
(JOHNSONsits thinking for
a minute, then begins to
study. The door opens;
LUCAS pops his head in.)
LUCAS
JOHNSON
LUCAS

Hey, what's happening?
Hi, Elder Lucas. We're waitingfor Brother Ch'en.
What are you doing here?
Elder Matthews had to talk to Elder Gordon and
President Jonesabout the mini-move next week.
They're on the horn to Hong Kong right now. Hey,
I've got a letter for you.

JOHNSON My folks?
LUCAS

Nope, it's from Boise.

JOHNSON Poll! All right! Lemme see that!
(Ripping it open.)
JOHNSON Probably a doggone wedding announcement.
(Reads, laughs, reads,
laughs again.)
LUCAS What's he say?
JOHNSON You remember that girl Itold you about?
(LUCAS nods.)
JOHNSON Catch this. "Dear Barney, (Exaggeratedly)Well, it
(They both laugh.) wasn't so bad after all."
JOHNSON "Don't worry. I'm not making any rash decisions.
How could I after knowing you?"
JOHNSON(Grins, then "She sure i s beautiful, though."
goes on, again exaggerating
slightly.)
(They laugh. He skims on
down the page, goes on to
the next one; admiringly.)
JOHNSON Listen to this: "Give my best to all the people we
baptized together. I've included a note for each of
them."
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JOHNSON Sure enough. "Also one for Holly and Brother
(Looks in envelope.) Ch'en. How are they doing? If you lose either one,
I'llwring your neck. How's it going with Markham?
And how are you?" Umm, then he philosophizes.
What a good guy!
LUCAS He was a great missionary. Take his advice.
JOHNSON That's what he said about you.
(LUCAS laughs.)
LUCAS

Hasn't Brother Ch'en already heard all six?

JOHNSON Yeah, but he's still wavering. We had him read
throughThird Nephi and we're gonnatry toanswer
his questions today.
LUCAS

He's a good man. What does he teach?

JOHNSON He's an economics professor at Tai Ta.
LUCAS
JOHNSON

Iwonder if he could teach me how to live on eighty
bucks a month.
Is that all you get?

LUCAS Well, my folks don't have much. They're not too
jazzed about my mission anyway. Our seventies
quorum i s helping out.
JOHNSON Aren't your folks members?
LUCAS Well, sort of. They've been inactive most of my life.
My dad runs a ranch and he's always busy. And
when he does get a break he prefers fishing to
Sunday School. My mom doeswhatever hewantsto
do. The neighbors always took us to church - my
little sister and me.
JOHNSON They're not against the Church then?
LUCAS Oh no; my mom and dad are good people. They
wanted us to grow up right. I guess somewhere in
early married life they just got their values crossed
up. You know how middle-aged people are. They
think they've lost all their illusions. They consider
themselves hard-bittenveterans in the war of life. I
keep working on 'em, though. My sisters tell me
that my letters really help. They've started having
Family Home Evenings. There's hope.
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JOHNSON It must've taken a lot for you to go to Church
without your parents.
LUCAS Are you kidding! I'ddoanythingtogetoutofchores!
(Laughter.) No, I suppose I could've stayed
home it I'd wanted. My dad couldn't have put up
too much of afuss. But it always seemed right for me
togo. Ithought about quittingwhen Iwas sixteen or
so, but I had some good teachers that worked with
me and . . . I gained a real testimony.
JOHNSON How?
LUCAS Well, at first it was intellectual, I guess - at least as
intellectualas you can get a sixteen. It all seemed so
logical given certain premises. It wasn't until later I
began to wonder about the premises. I remember
sitting in a geometry class one day and the teacher
saying, "Now, this theorem works out perfectly
assuming parallel lines will never meet in a given
plane. We always make assumptions. We take
certain absolutes for granted in order to move
ahead pragmatically." Then some joker asked what
"pragmatic" meant and the whole discussion fell
apart. But I remember thinking "Hmm, Iassume
God, don't I?Itake him for granted. And Joseph
Smith too." I mean I'd thought about there not
being a God before, or about JosephSmith being a
crank, but it didn't mean anything. I never
internalizedit. That's when I began to understand
all that about the Book of Mormon being the
"keystone of our religion." So I began studying the
scriptures on my own. And Itried really praying.
JOHNSON What happened?
LUCAS Well, I never had any angels come flapping down
into my bedroom, but I sure felt good a few times.
And as I got more active in our branch work and
really saw the way the Church could help people, it
reinforced me. Since then there've been times the
Spirit's just seemed towash over me. I guess mostly
I've just felt myself growing in what seems to be the
right direction. And the Gospel's at the heart of it.
Sometimes I have doubts. I'll be gunning along full
blast in some doctrinal discussion and my mind'll
say "Whoa, do you really believe that?" Then Ihave
to ponder it out and hit the knees; but I've always
come away accepting it. I know the Gospel's true.
JOHNSON How can you ever have doubts if you know?
LUCAS Semantics. "Know" is just aword we use that means
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"beyond belief." Hey, there's semantics again! Not
"beyond belief," Imean"more than belief." When I
say "I know" it means I "more than believe." I
haven't had any Second Comforter.
JOHNSON If that's the case, why don't people say what they
mean?
LUCAS

JOHNSON
(Pause.)
LUCAS

Most people aren't semanticists. They don't give a
rat about ambiguity. They justtalk. I'm thatway. It's
only when Iget with a linguist like you that Iget
inspired. Which reminds me, how's that fifth
coming?
Oh, jeez!

Look, I'm just studying written characters in the
mornings now, and they aren't that much use t o me.
I mean can you see me in Asian Studies? I'm going
into business and get rich! So, why don't you and I
start slipping out front after Gospel Study and
before breakfast and you can teach me a few
lessons. I'llthrow you every goofy answer I've ever
heard; we'll have a real good time. What d'ya say?

JOHNSON Would Elder Matthews mind?
LUCAS

JOHNSON

Elder Matthews i s paranoid about my being in the
bedroom anyway. He's got a guilty conscience
because he spends his study time setting up a filing
system for those ten thousand slides of his. Well, it
does bug me a little. If we don't need to study, we
oughta be out on the street. But he's the boss. And
once we're out, he runs me ragged doing the work
and helping the elders. He really works hard.
I hear the elders i n Ping Tung used to call him
pea-brain.

LUCAS Hey, no backbiting, fella. Elder Matthews is O.K.
JOHNSON Right, I'm sorry.
(The door opens. HOLLY
stands there grinning.)
HOLLY

Hol-lee Hello!

JOHNSON Hol-lee Hello! Come in! Elder Lucas, This is Holly
Chou.
LUCAS Chou jye mei, ni hau ma?
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H au, sye sye ni.

(They shake hands.)
JOHNSON Holly has the best English of any Chinese student
I've heard. What are you doing here?
HOLLY We just finished with English class. (She giggles,
stands upright, says seriously.) Iam your soul sister.
Will you be my soul brother?(LUCAS and
JOHNSONlaugh.) I didn't say it right?
JOHNSON No, you said it right.
HOLLY

Give me five.

(She sticks out her hand,
palm up.)
JOHNSON Right on, sister. (He slaps her hand, turns his palm
up; she slaps it.) Groovy. Did you learn this in English class?
HOLLY

Yes, Elder Ferguson says that's how the niggers talk
in America.

(Brief silence.)
JOHNSON Did he teach you that word?
HOLLY

Which word?

JOHNSON "Niggers."
HOLLY

Yes. Is something wrong?

(JOHNSONlooks at
LUCAS.)
LUCAS
lOHNSON
(To HOLLY.)
HOLLY
(Unpleasantly surprised.)

I'll talk to him.
It's not a nice word. It's like calling somebody a
"shagwa" in Chinese.
Ooh!

(MATTHEWS' voice i s heard
bellowing outside:
"Lucas! ")
LUCAS

Whoops! The ZL cometh. Sister Chou, itwas nice to
meet you. (To JOHNSON)Good luck with Brother
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Ch'en. See ya tonight.
(He goes out.)
JOHNSON How's school, Holly?
(Sits down at table.)

HOLLY

Pretty good. My numbertwo boyfriendgot drafted.

JOHNSON And that's good?
HOLLY

He was starting to get serious. Now the army has
saved me. How do you say?The cavalry to the
rescue?

JOHNSON Right. What about your number one boyfriend?
(Laughs.)
HOLLY

He's safe. I am his number four girlfriend.

(She giggles.)
JOHNSON Holly, you're delightful. If you represent the Western influence on Chinese youth, I guess it can't be
all bad.
HOLLY My father thinks it is all bad. He says Chinese cul(Serious now.) ture i s being destroyed by the Americans. He says
Taiwan will be like Vietnam. First spheres of
influence, then wars, then big power domination.
IOHNSON

1 hope he's wrong. I don't think the fact that
Chinese students want to grow long hair and wear
bell-bottom pants i s America's fault. Kids
everywhere are beginning to question their cultures, their lifestyles. There's a world-wide awakening. France,Greece,Thailand, the U. s., Japan- it's
the same there. Students are dissenting, lookingfor
a better way. I just hope they'll preserve what's
good as well as overturn what's bad. Your father has
a right to be proud of the Chinese culture. Many of
your traditions are very beautiful.

HOLLY

My father says Western missionariesdo the most
damage of anyone. He says they turn our people
away from honoring their ancestors and teach them
to worship white gods.

JOHNSON Well, some of them do. I hope we've convinced
you, though, that our Church i s universal. We believe in honoring our ancestors and do something
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about it too. You remember what we taught you
about temple work?
HOLLY Gynecology?
(They both laugh.)
JOHNSON

No,genealogy. Where'd you learn that other word?

HOLLY
(Giggling.)

Biochemistry.

JOHNSON Holly, you're amazing. (Pause.) Have you finished
(Shaking his head, laugh- the Book of Mormon yet?
ing.)
HOLLY No, I just started reading the Book of Ether last
night.
JOHNSON

How do you feel?

HOLLY I believe it i s true. I believe all that you have taught
me is true. My life is better since I met you. I have
done well in school. . .and had manyfriends, but I
have never been happy for very long. Everything
seemed so . . . fleeting. So temporary. The Mormon Church has helped me understand eternal
things. You have helped me. Iwill be baptized as
soon as my father agrees. And if he does not agree, I
will be baptized as soon as Iam old enough t o
decide for myself. O.K. Joe?
JOHNSON I'm glad. (Pause.) How do you like the Book of
Ether?
HOLLY
JOHNSON
HOLLY

JOHNSON
HOLLY
JOHNSON

HOLLY
JOHNSON

Oh, so much war! It i s like a .

. .a gudai pyan.

Awhat?
How do you say
movie.

. . .an ancient Chinese sword

A sword flick! Oh, man, Iguess so.
Have you seen such movies?
About once a month we go t o one. All the missionaries love them.
We must see one together. When is your day off?
No, I can't do that.
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(Taken aback, but amused.)
HOLLY It i s not allowed?
JOHNSON No, it is not allowed.
HOLLY Too bad; well you must go see "Blood Mountain"
with your friends. It is the best I have ever seen.
JOHNSON Isaw that one last week. The one with David
Chiang?
HOLLY
JOHNSON

Chiang Da Wei. Yes. Oh, did you like it?
It was great! I loved that final scene. (He jumps up,
pulls out his comb and pen, puts one in each hand,
and begins to circle the table slowly, menacingly.)
Your doomsday has come, Black Wang. Releasethe
Princess Lyou.

HOLLY giggles, pulls out
two pens from her bookbag, gets up and circles opposite him.)
HOLLY Never, Tiger Chang. You will never see her alive
again.
(Pause; they continue,
breathing heavily, growling,
and squinting ferociously.)
JOHNSONand HOLLY

Swwaaaya!

(They both leap in their
places, doing a full twist,
gesticulatingwildly,then go
back to circling. JOHNSON
skips nimbly across a row of
chairs to HOLLY'Sdelight.)
JOHNSON(Himself.) Justpracticing.
HOLLY That wasn't in the script!
(Protesting.)
(They laugh.)
JOHNSON Prepare yourself, Wang. Your life is spent.
(Revertingto his role.)
HOLLY Bold words, Tiger Chang. They carry no truth.
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JOHNSON We shall see, devil-man. (He flies into a frenzy;
leaps onto a chair.) Now! My trustworthy sword
(HOLLY stops below him, shall drink your blood!
lowers her arms.)
HOLLY
(In mock terror-anger.)

No!

JOHNSON Ayeeee! (Lands at her feet and stabs her with the
(Leaps off the chair in a full comb.) Ha!
twist, gesticulating wildly
again.)
(She does not fall, however,
because she has been distracted by BROTHER CH'EN
and ELDER MARKHAM who
are standing at the door
dumbfounded.)
MARKHAM Elder Johnson, what's going on here?
(Very uncomfortably with a
hint of anger, poorly disguised by a smile, and that
what-are-you-doing-withher-here-alonelook.)
JOHNSON Well . . . uh . . . we were acting out the final fight
scene from "Blood Mountain." Iwas playing Tiger
Chang. (HOLLY has begun to giggle. She sits down
and puts her hand over her mouth.) She was Black
Wang.
(This is too much for HOLLY. She breaks out laughing
again.)
MARKHAM That hardly seems the thing to be doing-

does it?

JOHNSON No, l guess not.
CH'EN It was, however, very accurate. Except your friend is
(To Johnson.) a bit too attractive to play Wang.
MARKHAM
(Much relieved, laughing.)
CH'EN

Oh, you saw the movie, too?

Yes, last week.

MARKHAM Well . . . . Oh, Brother Ch'en Yun Ta, this is Sister
Chou Li Ts'wun. Sister Chou is another one of our
investigators.
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Hello.

(They shake hands.)
CH'EN
MARKHAM

Iam very pleased to meet you.

Well.

. ..

(He looks at HOLLY, nodding his head slightly toward the door.)
HOLLY
(Remembering she should
leave.)

.

Oh!. . .Well, Iwillseeyou Sunday. Goodbye. (She
turns to JOHNSONand gives two kung fu thrusts.)
Sa! Sa! We will have a rematch.

(She goes out laughing.)
CH'EN
MARKHAM

CH'EN
(To JOHNSON)

A lovely girl.
Yes. . . .Elder Johnson, Brother Ch'en only has afew
minutes. We should get started.
I am sorry to be so late. We had an unexpected
meeting at the university.

JOHNSON

l understand.

MARKHAM

Brother Ch'en would you give us an opening
prayer?

CH'EN
(Nods head; heads bow.)

Father in Heaven, I am grateful to be here today to
learn from these elders of thy Church. Iam grateful
that they have come here to Taiwan to teach the
Chinese people more about thee. Help me to understand what they say, so that I may draw closer to
thee. I say thisin Jesus' name. Amen.

MARKHAM That was a beautiful prayer, Brother Ch'en. Have
you been praying twice every day?
CH'EN
MARKHAM
CH'EN
MARKHAM

CH'EN

Yes.
Has i t helped you?
Yes.

. . Ithink so.

Did you read Third Nephi in the Book of Mormon
since we last met?
Yes.
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MARKHAM Did you enjoy it?
CH'EN

It moved me greatly.

MARKHAM Good. Will you continue to read the Book of
Mormon every day?
CH'EN

Yes.

MARKHAM We didn't see you in church on Sunday.
CH'EN

Yes, my parents asked me to go on a picnic with
them i n the country. Iam sorry I could not come.

MARKHAM Isee. . .well, of course it's good t o be close to your
(A bit unnerved.) family, but church meetings are alsovery
important.
CH'EN

l understand.

MARKHAM Will you be able to attend both Sunday School and
Sacrament meeting this Sunday?
CH'EN

No, I am sorry. Because of a shortage of teachers at
the university for the next quarter, I have been
asked to take my vacation beginning this week
rather than in August. Iwill be visiting my brother
and his family in Hua Lien and then return in three
weeks to begin teaching immediately. Perhaps Ican
attend meetings there.

MARKHAM Yes, we do have a small branch there. I'm sure they
(Really jolted.) would be happy to have you visit. Iwill contact the
elders there and tell them to expect you.
CH'EN

Of course, I don't know what my brother will have
planned.

JOHNSON Perhaps your brother and his family would be
interested i n attending church with you.
CH'EN

Perhaps. (An awkward silence. JOHNSONand
MARKHAM look at each other.)

MARKHAM Well, it looks as though we will have to postpone
your baptismal date. Do you remember when you
were to be baptized?
CH'EN

I believe i t was this Saturday, JulyI. Yes, I am afraid
that will have to be postponed. (Pause.)

MARKHAM Well, let me check my calendar. (Digs i t out.) Shall
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we set a new goal date o f .
CH'EN

. . say. . .July30?

It i s very difficult to know exactly what I will be
doing when I return. Perhaps we could establish a
new date after I get back.

MARKHAM All right. We will contact you at the university
(Reluctantly.) sometime around the 20th. Will you be back by
then?
CH'EN

Yes, that would be fine.

(JOHNSONand MARKHAM
look at each other again.)
JOHNSON Brother Ch'en are you beginning to feel as though
you would rather not be baptized?
(MARKHAM looks at him
angrily.)
CH'EN
JOHNSON
CH'EN

Why.

...

Let's talk about it. What i s it that's worrying you?
I should have known you would come straight to
the point, Elder Johnson. I am very impressed with
your Church. I like your members. Ienjoy the Book
of Mormon and your meetings. Everythingyou have
told me seems right to me. Yet I worry because Ifeel
I have not received the personal witness which I
need to be baptized. I have not felt the Holy Ghost
as I sense he ought to be felt.

MARKHAM

How do you feel when you pray, Brother Ch'en?

CH'EN

Ifeel peaceful at first, and sometimes after I have
prayed a short while, I feel warm and very good.

MARKHAM

That's it, Brother Ch'en!

JOHNSON

Yes, that's a beginning Brother Ch'en. But it's only
what we told you to expect. (MARKHAMglares at
'JOHNSON.) If you really do feel that, i t is a
beginning. But only you can recognize God's real
answerto you. We can tell you what we feel, but you
must seek your answer yourself. If you are not
satisfied, you must continue to try. Only you can
judge what i s enough for you.

MARKHAM

But you must not expect too much. Once you are
baptized, you will receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost. Then you will have the rightto have the Spirit
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with you at all times. Also, as your knowledge about
the Church increases, your faith will grow stronger.
And as your faith grows, your ability to
communicate with our Father in Heaven will grow
also.
JOHNSON Still, that doesn't mean you're not entitled to a very
stronganswer now. The scripture in Moroni, which
we showed you, is th,e Lord'spromise to individuals
truly and humbly searching for the truth. And He is
bound to fulfill his promise if we approach him
properly. No one i s allowed to be baptizedwho has
not had this personal confirmation of the Gospel's
truthfulness by the Holy Ghost. Isn't that so, Elder
Markham?
MARKHAM Yes; at the same time, though, wedon'twant you to
think you will receive a vision or any sort of
overwhelmingmanifestation. Don't get me wrong.
Visions and powerful witnesses are possible, but
they generally come to prophets or other Church
leaders who have proven their willingness to serve
and their unshakeablefaith. Idon't knowany of the
elders here, for instance, who have received such a
powerful witness.
JOHNSON Our religion is a very personalaffair, Brother Ch'en.
Each man must establish his own relationship with
God. We cannot really tell you what to look for or
how to go about looking. We can only give you
broad patterns which can help to streamline your
efforts.
MARKHAM

Remember, Brother Ch'en, all testimonies are not
gained strictly through prayer. Your good feelings
about our members, and our meetings, and about
the various principleswe have taught you, are just
as important as any feelings you might gain through
prayer.

JOHNSON Yes, but these feelings alone are not enough. You
must establish a personal communicationwith
God, as well as respond to his work here on earth.
CH'EN

There seems to be a very fine balance in what is
required for a true testimony. Apparently,
revelation, as you call it, has a broad interpretation.

JOHNSON As broad as the whole earth, and as varied as each
individual.
CH'EN

Elder Johnson,you are very.

. .eloquent. But let
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me ask you again. What is the proper way to prepare
oneself to receive such a . . .witness?
MARKHAM The best guidelines are still in Moroni 10:4-5. First
you must think carefullyabout all you know of the
Gospel, and especially of the Book of Mormon. Do
r
you do that ~ r d t h eCh'en?
CH'EN
MARKHAM

I have thought of little else for some time.
Good. Now, the scripture saysyou must also havea
sincere heart, real intent, and faith in Jesus Christ. I
interpret that as meaning, first, you must behumble
and willing to accept what the Lord sees fit t o give
you. Second, you must really want to know if these
things are true. If you secretly feel that your life i s
already sufficient, God will not respond. Finally,
faith. Do you believe God has the powerto hear and
answer prayers?

(JOHNSONhas turned
away from the discussion
during this speech. He i s
thoughtful and a bit
irritated.)
CH'EN

I have always believed in some supreme power. I
have always hoped that Icould discover It or Him or
Her. (Smiles.) Yes, I believe this power, this God,
should be able to speak to me. Elder Markham, you
have helped me considerably. Ifeel that I have
perhaps not been humble enough in my prayers. I
have had a tendency to kneel down and analyze all
that Iwas doing and saying, even while Iwas
praying, and to base my judgments on certain
mental criteria I had established. Iwill try to be
more humble. Also, therearetimeswhen Ifeel very
satisfied with my life. I become complacent . . .
how do the Americans say . . . a fat cat?

(Ch'en and Markham smile.)
MARKHAM
CH'EN

MARKHAM

Yes.
Although it seems I have been seriously searching
for the truth for many years, it is onlya moments like
these that I feel the need to really know. It i s easy to
becomecompletely immersed in day-to-dayaffairs.
Yes. (Brief Pause.) Well, I suppose you need to be
going, Brother Ch'en . . . .

JOHNSON May I make one final comment? I would like to add
(Out of nowhere.) that while you are working on humility and real
intent, do not ever sacrifice your honesty or your
self-respect. You are a son of God, if God extsts;
and therefore he will not require you to relinquish
these qualities ever for him.
(Markham is restless.)
CH'EN

I am not sure I understand, but I will try to
remember.

JOHNSON Good. Brother Ch'en. I'm very happy I met you on
that bus two months ago. I've come to appreciate
your intelligence and your sens~tivityvery much. I
want you to know that I think you are a very fine
man, and I believe that you can gain a testimony of
this Gospel. Perhaps during this vacation you will
have a chance to relax from your regular routlne and
concentrate on what we have taught you. Iwish you
. . . the very best.
CH'EN
MARKHAM
(Honestly, plainly, and
deeply-felt.)

Thank you, Elder Johnson.
Brother Ch'en. I'd like to bear you my testimony. I
know this Gospel and this Church are true. I was
brought up in the Church and I've seen the
wonderful effect it has had on the lives of people
I've known. Ihave prayed to knowthe truth of many
things, and God has never failed me. He has
answered my prayers; and he will answer yours, if
you will fulfill your commitmentsto usandto him. I
know he wants you to gain a testimony and be
baptized. I know he will do everything he can to
help you find a better and more meaningful life. I
know that JesusChrist lives, and that Joseph Smith
was a prophet. I know that we have a living prophet
that guides this Church today. I know the Book of
Mormon is true. The promise of Moroni i s true. I
feel I can promise you that, if you will pray humbly
and sincerely to God, you will receive an answer
and you can come t o know as I know. I bear you my
testimony in the name of jesus Christ. Amen.

(MARKHAM gazes straight
into CH'EN's eyes. CH'EN i s
moved.)
CH'EN
MARKHAM

Thank you.
Elder Johnson, would you offer the closing prayer?
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JOHNSON Sure. (Heads bow.) Father in Heaven, we're
thankful that we have been able to meet with
Brother Ch'en this evening. We pray that thy Spirit
will be with him as he leaves now, that he may
return home in safety. We also pray that he will
receive the answer he needs concerning this
Gospel. (Uncomfortable pause.) Help us all to
continually come to know thee better. We are
thankful for all thatwe have. And we say this in the
name of JesusChrist. Amen.
MARKHAM Thank you, Elder Johnson. Brother Ch'en? (They
shake hands.) We'll look you up around the 20th.
Have a nice vacation. Try to make it tochurch i n Hua
Lien if you can.
CH'EN

I will.

JOHNSON Good luck, Brother Ch'en.
CH'EN

Thank you; good night.

(He goes out.)
MARKHAM He's a good man.
(Looking after him.)
JOHNSON

Elder Markham?(MARKHAM turns.) I think we
pounded out an effective compromise there. Nice
job.

(Sticks out his hand.)
MARKHAM You too, Elder Johnson. (He looksat JOHNSONjust
(Smiles, takes his hand.) as he looked at CH'EN.) I . . . Ijust wish you could
really bear witness. It'd be so much better.
(He turns to get his things, JOHNSONlooks down,
grimacing.) Well, let's go. We have to be at Sister
Chang's by eight o'clock.
9

(JOHNSONslams his
scriptures onto the floor;
MARKHAM looks at him in
exasperation; BROTHER
CH'EN reappears at the
door.)
CH'EN

Elder Markham, would it be all right if I read some
scriptures here before I leave?

MARKHAM Well, yes, of course. Ithought you had an
appointment.

I
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It i s not so important. I would like to read for just a
few minutes.
Of course; uh, Elder Johnsonand I need to go to
another meeting.
Fine, Iwill only stay a short time.
Fine. Well, good night again, Brother Ch'en. (TO
JOHNSON,who i s still looking down, in a
concerned and quiet tone.) Elder Johnson?We
need to hurry.

(He goes out.)
JOHNSON

Good night, Brother Ch'en.

(Follows MARKHAM out.)
(CH'EN closes door, goes
and sits down for a moment
and opens the Book of
Mormon to the end. Then
he kneels by the table, the
lights dim - silence briefly,
then he says, with head
bowed:)
CH'EN

God?(Silenceagain, a bit longer; a spotlight comes
in on him very dimly; he looks up; quietly.) Yes . .
God. . Yes.

.

(The spotlight comes up on
him, brighter.)

END OF ACT II
m

Act III
(The missionary apartment.
A week later. It is July4, a
playday. Early morning.
Music is heard -The
Doobie Brothers, "Jesus Is
JustAll Right With Me"
comingf rom a cassette tape
recorder. Curtain. The
spotlight comes up on
JOHNSON,who is dressed
very casually, as are all the
characters in thisact. He has

.

been writing in his journal;
he gets up here, however,
and begins to dance around
the apartment with the
music. Barking.)
UNCLE SAM
(From outside.)

Break-fast!

JOHNSON Get in here, Uncle. Let's see you shake.
UNCLE SAM

Eh?Hey, hey, hey.

JOHNSON Come on, rock out. Relax a little.
UNCLE SAM

Foreign devil music.

(They laugh.)
JOHNSON Here, I'll show you. 1-2-3 hey! 1-2-3 hey!
(They do a three step and a
kick. Both are enjoying
themselves immensely. The
bedroom door flies open.)
MARKHAM Johnson,turn that music down.
(Sharply.)
JOHNSON What?
MARKHAM

Turn that music down.

JOHNSON Could he be talkingto us?(MARKHAMsnaps off the
(To SAM.) recorder.) The man has no soul, Uncle. Joinme
later. I'llteach you to boogaloo.
UNCLE SAM

Be a good boy, Arizona.

JOHNSON Cook my breakfast, you pagan.
(Heturnsthemusiconagain
softly. Begins to write,
MARKHAM reappears.)
MARKHAM Johnson,Idon't think that kind of music, especially
that song, i s appropriate here.
JOHNSON
(Casually.)

Ido.

MARKHAM

Well, I don't (JOHNSONkeeps writing.) Johnson,
turn it off.

JOHNSON
(Begins humming as he
writes, MARKHAM retreats
to the bedroom. Pause.
MATTHEWS comes out.)
MATTHEWS

JOHNSON

Elder Johnson,please turn that off. I'm trying to
read scriptures.
Fat chance. You're filing slides.

(MATTHEWS i s furious. He
pulls the plug out of the
wall.)
JOHNSON Temper, temper!
MATHEWS

So help me, Johnson,if you push me any further, I'll
punch your lights out.

JOHNSON Fighting's against the rules, Elder Matthews.
MAlTHEWS

I don't care.

JOHNSON "Then the high priest rent his clothes saying: He
(Oratorically.) hath spoken blasphemy. What further need have
we of witnesses?Behold, now we have heard his
blasphemy. (MATHEWS slams the door as he goes
back to the bedroom) What think ye?They
answered and said, He is guilty of death."
UNCLE SAM

Arizona?!

JOHNSON Who speaks to Caiaphas, the high priest?
UNCLE SAM

Come here. (JOHNSONgoes into kitchen.) Wise
UP-

JOHNSON What do you mean?
UNCLE SAM

There have been others like you. I know my elders.
Wise up.

JOHNSON What do you know about me?
UNCLE SAM

You don't have a testimony.

JOHNSON Jeez! You're pretty blunt. Is it that obvious?
(Deflated.)
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You see those hotcakes, Arizona. If Idon't take
them off the fire soon, they'll burn up. But they tell
me when they're ready. They riseand bubble and
turn brown. Then I know they're ready. Itake them
off before they scorch. Everyone of you elders is in
the fire, on the griddle. And you've all got personal
problems that make things tough. But almost all of
you go through the motions, make the signs, do
what's expected. It's called faith. If you don't make
the signs, the fire gets hotter. You came out here to
make a change. Make it! Have faith. Otherwise
you'll go up in smoke. I've seen it happen to one
elder and I've heard about others. Wise up. If you
didn't have a basic belief, you wouldn't be here.
Don't fight it; use it. And don't let those others
shape your battle. They're fighting too, even if they
don't know it. Your battle just attracts a little more
attention. Wise up.
I can't be a hyprocrite, Sam.
Hyprocrite to what? What's your alternative?The
world? Do you owe your allegiance to the world?

JOHNSON Iowe allegiance to myself. Ican't be a hypocrite to
myself. If Idon't have faith, Idon't.
UNCLE SAM You can be what you want t o be. I know you're
afraid you'll talk yourself into something that's
false, because you want it so much. Well, you can
talk yourself into evil, too. What are you basicallygood or evil?Answer that for yourself. There's the
Gospel or there's nothing, Arizona. Which do you
believe in?Which do you want? If you feel like a
hypocrite doing good, then you're basically evil.
Some people get away because they think it's all
relative, but you con't feel that way do you?
JOHNSON No.
UNCLE SAM No, you recognize good and evil. You know they
exist. Choose good. Be what you want to be.
(Pause.) Now, set the table, will you? (Shouting.)
Break-fast!
(JOHNSONbegins to set
the table. The others come
out warily, except LUCAS, ,
who is bouncing.)
LUCAS

What do you think ofthe Fourth of July, UncleSam?
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Pierre to you, Canada.
Forgive me, mon petit. (Aghast.) Sam you burned
the hotcakes.

JOHNSON Inside joke. Listen, I'm sorryabout the music.
MAlTHEWS

Yeah, forget it. You take the blessing?

JOHNSON Sure. (Bowed heads.) Father in Heaven, we're
grateful this morning for all our blessings. We're
grateful for this calling which we have to spread
the Gospel here in this land. Forgive us of our
shortcomings and strengthen our faith. We're
grateful for this food and pray that it will be blessed
to give us nourishment and energy. This we say in
the name of JesusChrist. Amen.
LUCAS
(To MARKHAM)
MARKHAM
LUCAS

Have you ever been to this beach we're going to?

No.
Oh, it's beautiful. Our district had a playday there
right after I came on island. It was fantastic. And we
just had watermelon then. Today we cook steaks!
It's gonna be great! Elder Johnson, do you play
football?

JOHNSON A little.
LUCAS

Ilove it. We'll have to be careful, though. The beach
is a real temptation. Last time, I remember Iwas
supposed to hit Jensenon a down and in pattern.
He ran down and out. Iled him right into the ocean.
Jacksonand the waves both hit him at the same
time. He went all the way under and came up
laughing like afool. Then he and Osborne threw
Jacksonin. It was a free for all. After that everybody
went in but the sisters, and the only thing that saved
them was Sister Jordan's reputation as a holy terror.

MARKHAM

I hear she used t o wrestle for the "Y". (Laughter.)

LUCAS

Anderson dunked me. l asked him before l went
under if he thought this was out of line. He said,
"Maybe, but I'll bet God's laughing as hard as we
are." (Laughter.)

MATTHEWS

Well, i t won't happen today. We're not going near
the water.

LUCAS

Then why go to the beach?I mean we can at least
wade.

MATTHEWS

We'll see. Elder Markham, howwasthat second last
night?

MARKHAM
(A bit flustered.)

Oh, well, not bad. We may not get past a third,
though. The guy has ashtrays all over and they're all
full.

JOHNSON Elder Markham really doesn't know howthe second
(Smiling.) went last night.
MARKHAM

Come on, Johnson.

JOHNSON Oh, they know how it is, Elder. (ToMATTHEWS.1We
rode our bikes all over the city yesterday and by the
time we got to Brother Li's house, we were
exhausted. He gave us a cold drink and Istarted the
second. All of a sudden we heard snores. Elder
Markham was completely zonked in the armchair. I
thought Brother Li would die laughing. (Laughter.)
MARKHAM

JOHNSON, LUCAS and
MATTHEWS

MARKHAM is furious. (To
MATTHEWS.)

JOHNSON
(Havinga ball.)

MARKHAM
(Icily.)

JOHNSON
(MATTHEWS and LUCAS
murmur a protest.
MARKHAM ignores them.)

I was not completely asleep and Iwas not snoring.
(The otherthree shake their heads, humoring him
satirically.)

No.
Of course not.
Oh, no.
You know how slow Johnsongives his lessons. He
can't even get through the first without flubbing it
all up. (To JOHNSON.)It's torture listeningto you.
Iknow. Well, you sure didn'tgettortured last night.
I've never seen anybody look so at peace.
(Laughter. MARKHAM leaves the table.) After we
finished, Brother Li wanted to put a blanket on him
while he and I played chess, but I figured that was a
little much.
I'll tell you what's too much, Johnson. You
challenged him to baptism, you committed him to
read the Book of Mormon, but you didn't bear your
testimony to him, did you?

No.
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Testimonyis the heart of theGospel, Johnson.Why
didn't you bare your testimony to Brother Li?

JOHNSON You know why.
MARKHAM

Yes, and I know we may lose Brother Li because of
you, just like we lost Sister Chang. What are you
doing out here without a testimony, huh?How do
you expect to do anything at all?You don't do the
Lord's work Johnson; you hold it up!

(JOHNSONdrops his fork
and walks out; barking;
Pause.)
LUCAS
(To MARKHAM)

You knucklehead.

MATTHEWS Shut up, Lucas. He had it coming. Maybe this'll
wake him up.
LUCAS Sounds like Markham could use some waking up
too.
MARKHAM Look at what that guy'sdonetothisapartment. We're
supposed to be companions! How can wework in a
spirit likethis?Wish he'd just go home. Anythingto
get him off my hands.
LUCAS Off your back, you mean. You don't know how to
handle him and it bugs you. It makes you realize
you're not perfect.
MARKHAM Could you handle him?
LUCAS I don't know. Poll did all right.
MATTHEWS Poll babied him. You don't know what you're
talking about.
LUCAS Iknow they were happy and baptizing. But maybe
you're right. He's got to face it sometime.
(JOHNSONre-enters,
trembling.)
JOHNSON Elder Markham, do something for me.
MARKHAM What?
(Flat.)
JOHNSON

Come here.
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Yeah?

JOHNSON Iwant you to use your priesthood.
MARKHAM

How?

JOHNSON Lift that breakfast table by your faith.
MARKHAM

Get off it, Johnson

(He starts to walk away.)
JOHNSON Noooo, wait a minute, senior companion. You're
(Grabbing his arm.) afraid you couldn't do it. You don't really believe
you could do it. Come on. Faith as a mustard seed,
Markham. Give us a little show.
MATTHEWS

All right, Johnson,cool off

JOHNSON Shut up, pea-brain.
(He turns back to
MARKHAM)
MATTHEWS
(Walks over. Touches
JOHNSONon the
shoulder.)

Johnson. . . .

(JOHNSONshoves him
away. MATTHEWS loses his
temper. They grapple for an
instant.)
UNCLE SAM
(Grabs MATTHEWS.)

Let them get it all out, California.

MATTHEWS

You dirty chink!

UNCLE SAM

Go to your room, little boy!

(Shoves MATTHEWS into
the bedroom, closes and
holds the door.)
JOHNSON Come on, Markham.
MARKHAM

You're seekinga sign, Johnson.

JOHNSON That's right. I'm a priest of Baal, Markham. I'm a
Korihor. Are you an Alma? Huh?(Gives him a little
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shove.) Come on; fire from heaven, bright boy,
strike me dumb!
MARKHAM
UNCLE SAM
JOHNSON

Lucas?
Don't Canada. It's gotta come.
Markham, you don't have any more faith than 1 do.
You don't have a testimony either. You and
Matthews don't really believe or live the Gospel.
You use it to help you plan your petty lives and make
you feel important. Maybe the Gospel's true and
maybe it's not, but you're not the one to tell me or
show me anythingabout it. So keep your trap shut
about my testimony. And don't worry; I'm not
gonna touch you.

(MARKHAMglowers and
heads for the bedroom;
SAM lets him go in.)
LUCAS

Elder Johnson, sit down.

JOHNSON I .

...

LUCAS Sit down and be quiet. Look man, I don't care if
you're three years older or not. Iwant to tell you
something.
JOHNSON O.K.
(Pugnaciously, but sitting.)
LUCAS You're as screwed up as they are. First of all,
Markham does have a testimony. So does
Matthews, and so do I. We're not very strong in it
because we haven't had it long. We know a little
about the priesthood, but not much. It takes a
lifetime to build faith. Maybe your little speech will
help Markham. He's just a starstruck kid who was
brought up in the Church and not in the Gospel.
Yeah, I know thedistinction too. Markham wants to
be a mission leader and baptize a million people
because he thinks that's what the Gospel's all
about. Of course, he'd never admit it. But look, he's
basically doingthe right thing. He wants to serve the
Lord, and even if his adolescent egotism gets in the
way, he'son the righttrack.Andatleasthelikesthese
people and really wants to help them. Don't be
unjust to him.
JOHNSON What about Matthews?
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Mattews is schizophrenic. The world got him by the
throat by the time he was twelve. Athletics, keg
parties, fashion fads. He's been conditioned to the
world. When he thinks about the Church and its
principles, he's a great guy. You should've seen him
at that send-off. He really feels it. But get him back
to temporal affairs, even temporal mission affairs,
and he's right back in the world-all its thoughts
and all its reactions. I don't know if he'll ever get
over it. But listen, Elder Johnson. I don't care how
bright you are or how clearly you think you see
things. You're the one with real trouble right now.

JOHNSON Why?
LUCAS Those guys will fight their problems within the
Church framework. They'll have bishops and wives
to help them overcome themselves all through life.
Not to mention that the Lord blesses all of us for
doing what we can. They'll probably both become
bishops and at least one of them will be good. But
you, baby, you're on yourway outrightnow. And its
not Cod's fault, it's yours.
JOHNSON Why doesn't He answer my prayers?
LUCAS You won't let him. I'm sure He tries. Look, two
things. How long have you been on this agnostic
thing?
JOHNSON Since Iwas a sophomore in high school.
LUCAS And you've nourished and cared for it every since.
JOHNSON
LUCAS

Come on, Johnson. Nobody lives in uncertainty.
You may think you do, and torment yourself with
arguments to keep yourself satisfied, but
agnosticism has become your creed. You're proud
of it. It's made you an individual. You'vefound your
niche. The good but dissenting Mormon, who lives
the principles but questionsthe doctrines. The man
above. Pride, Johnson, and a pattern for life every
bit as tight, if not so common, as the bourgeois
Mormon lifestyle that bugsyou so much. Yodve
told us all what a puppet your father is. Well, the
world pulls your strings too, buddy. And you jump.

JOHNSON I'vethought of all this before. I'veconsideredit. I've
seen the pattern. Maybe you think all my efforts to
break out are just red herrings to myself. But Iknow

they're not. I've felt the pain. I've scraped my bra~n
on every wall of this stinking box I live in, and there
are no answers! Shouldn't the Lord come to me
when I can't do any more?
LUCAS

You think you've thought of everything. How 'bout
this, Johnson?Quote. "I can't have the faith to get
an answer, until I get an answer." Unquote. . . .

JOHNSON That's the vicious cycle that drives me insane.
LUCAS

JOHNSON

I know it is, for cryin' out loud. Will you lemme
finish? That cycle, in your case, i s hogwash. You
believe in God, through his principles, at least part
of the time, and the rest of the time you hope. True?
Yes.

LUCAS

That should be plenty for God to work with. Alma
says desire is enough of a seed to bring a response.

JOHNSON

Yes, butallofAlma32isgearedtoconvincingoneself
that the Gospel is true rather than . . . .

LUCAS

Oh, Johnson.What are you, a computer?How
many times have you started that line when
somebody brings up Alma's seed?Can you hold off
on the stock answers for just a minute?(JOHNSON
looksdown.) What I'msaying is this. You don't lack
faith i n God. Your belief is sufficient. Your doubts
center on yourself. Do you understand me?You
doubt yourself. You doubt your ability to receive
what other people have received. You look at the
Markhams and sneer because they're naive. And so
you accuse them of not really knowingtheGospel is
true. But the Markhams scare you, because they
really seem to have had an answer. And, oh, you
could pass off the Markhams. They're your age and
not so smart. But what about those brilliant Church
leaders you've known?And the General
Authorities? Are they naive and stupid?Yet they
know. They've received answers. Johnson, you're
afraid. That's your problem. You're afraidthat for all
your brains you're not the real, worthwhile,
teachable, feeling person that others are. You're
afraid you wouldn't receive an answer because you
haven't got what it takes. Your agnosticism i s one
big front of fear.

(Long silence.)
JOHNSON No, you're wrong.
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Sure Iam. Everybody'swrongbutyou. You'realways
right. Look where it's got you. (Pause.) Pierre, have
you got some milk? Italk too much.

(SAMgoes to the kitchen.
LUCAS begins to clear the
table. Pause.)
JOHNSON Elder Lucas. Thanks. I'llthink about it.
LUCAS

Feel it, Elder. That's what you need.

(LUCAS follows SAM into
the kitchen with the dishes.
JOHNSONis in deep
thought.)
SAM
LUCAS

SAM
LUCAS

Good job, Canada.
Ihope it works, Sam. He'sagood man. He's bright.
He cares about people. In a lot of ways he's very
realistic. And he's got a sense of humor. That in
itself i s worth a lot. I really like him.

So do I. Ithink he'll come around.
Idon't know. Iknowwhat Johnson'sgoingthrough.
I've seen it before, and I've read about it in Church
history. Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, Thomas
Marsh. Some very good and some very brilliant
people get hung up on a single point of the Gospel
and they can't seem to break loose and catch the
whole perspective again. Sometimes it's a major
doctrinal question, like Johnsonhas with
revelation, or like others have had with Church
government or polygamy. Sometimes it's a much
littler thing, like evolution or birth control or the
Black question. But big or small, it nails 'em just the
same. Their question becomes a subtle obsession, a
fire in the mind. It's like a whirlpool, and it drags
them down to an intellectual pit. They're still good
people. They want to see the whole picture. They
want tobreakout. Butatthesametimetheybuildthe
walls around them even higher. They've made
such a big thing of their question either to
themselves or others that it becomes a matter of
pride for them to resolve it. So they struggle on,
attacking their question one day, reinforcing it the
next, until they're so exhausted fighting themselves
that they collapse. Then, after a while, they get up
and start over again. But their minds are locked i n
and the obsession grows stronger. And it becomesa
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way of life. It's not at all pleasant, but it's individual,
or at least they think it is. In their own tormented
way they're satisfied. Then Satan slowly feeds on
their pain, and takes advantage of their distorted
view of the Gospel, and they begin to view the
whole Church from the standpoint of their terribly
personal battle. Suddenly a l l the doctrines and
principles are on trial. And the human follies of
Church members, likeaspiration, or materialism, or
apathy seem unbearably wicked and reflect on the
Gospel rather than on the individual. Then they
become bitter and indifferent, and pretty soon, out
of pride and frustration, they begin to sin. They're
still good people, but, after that, they no longer
care, or they have to justify themselves by
continuing to rebel. It's not long before they're
gone.
(Pause.)
UNCLE SAM
LUCAS

Elder johnson's only 22.
But he's already been fighting himself for seven
years. If he doesn't recognize what he's into now,
he never will. He'll just dig deeper and deeper into
his hole and then it'll just be a matterof time. Ihope
I made him see. (Pause.) He's a good man. (Pause.)
Hey! Playday. Bus in twenty minutes. We've gotta
roll.

(MATTHEWS and
MARKHAMcome out
sullenly.)
I'd like to stay home, if I could. Sam'll be here.
MATTHEWS

Brother T'ang is through. He's finished. I'm firing
him.

LUCAS Hey, let's hit the playday first, We'll think about it
again tonight.
JOHNSON Would you mind if I stayed here, Elder Markham?
MARKHAM Fine with me.
(MATTHEWS shrugs.)
LUCAS

Let's go then. See you later, Elder Johnson.We'll
bring you back a steak.

JOHNSON Elder Lucas?(Theothers go out.) You've got all of us
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pegged. Justout of curiosity, what's your problem?
LUCAS
(Smiles.)

Ican't keep my mind off women. Adios. Pierre! Au
revoir!

(He goes out; barking.)
UNCLE SAM
JOHNSON
UNCLE SAM

I need to go do some shopping.

Fine, I want to be alone. Iwon't run off.
Bacon, lettuce, and tomato tonight, heh, heh, heh.

JOHNSON That'd be great.
(SAM goes out, JOHNSON
sits down and writes
furiously in his journal for
an instant. Stops. Slams it
shut, goes to the door and
looks out. Comes back.
Pulls out a chair. Kneels.)
JOHNSON Oh, God. (Lights fade, spotlight on JOHNSON.)
God?
(Voices are heard.)
MARKHAM

Isn't the Gospel beautiful?It makes my happy all the
time.

MATTHEWS

It makes me feel love. God i s love. Love is what it's
all about.

MARKHAM

Love and happiness -and truth. That's what makes
it so beautiful. It's true, absolutely true and it'll last
forever. Love and happiness and truth, for eternity.

JOHNSON What do you know about truth?
LUCAS

He knows, Elder Johnson. I know too. Joinus.

MARKHAM

Yes, Elder Johnson.Come.

MATTHEWS

You can know too, Johnson. Come.

POLL
UNCLE SAM

It is true, Barney, I know it is.
Wise up, Arizona.

JOHNSON No. No. There's got to be more. You're just men.
LUCAS

God sends his answers through men. Ididn't speak
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to you; itwas theHoly Ghost. You felt it. You know.
JOHNSON No.
LUCAS
lOYNS0N
POLL
jOYNSON
UNCLE SAM
10HNSON

What did you feel?
It made me think.
What did you feel, Barney?
Nothing.
You felt it, Arizona. Don't be afraid.

Ionly felt a little. That's all Iever feel. I. . .

(JOHNSON'Sown voice is
heard.)
JOHNSOM'SVOICE

Don? be a fool, Johnson.Was what you felt an
answer from God?Be honest, Johnson.Think!

LUCAS That's your pride taiking, Elder. That's your fear.
Don't listen to it.
JOHNS0N"Svoice What does he know about-whatyou've felt, what
you've experienced?You know this isn't enough.
Don't sell yourself out.
JOHNSON Iwant to k n m .
IOHNSON's voice

Truth or happiness, you can't have both.

MARKHAM Love and truth and happiness -forever.
JOHNSON'Svoice

Baloney. Johnson, be honest!

LUCAS Johnson, you're talking to yourself.
jOHNSiBN's voice
LUCAS
IOHNSON's voice,
LUCAS
JOHNSON'Svoice

No.
It's what you've always feared. But the opposite,
No.
Donattalk yourself out of the truth.
Don't let them talk you into a lie. Truth, Johnson.
Honesty!

JOHNSON Yes.
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No, Barney.
Yes. Theremust be more!
No, Arizona. More comes later. We grow!
Listen to them qualify, Johnson.They're backing
down.
He's lying, Johnson.You're answering yourself.
Don't make yourself your god.
Shut up.
Don't make pride and fear your gods. Open up!
Break away!

JOHNSON Yes, I must.
JOHNSON'svoice

MARKHAM
JOHNSON'svoice

POLL
JOHNSON'svoice

No! What if they're wrong?How could you live with
yourself if they're wrong?Your life would be ajoke.
All your suffering a joke!
You'll never know if you're wrong.
That's right, you'll never know. Never, never,
never, know!
God will add to your light.
Never!

JOHNSON Never.
MAlTHEWS

Love, Johnson.

MARKHAM

Truth and happiness.

JOHNSON'Svoice
LUCAS
JOHNSON'svoice
UNCLE SAM

Never!
It's true, Johnson.
Honesty.
Faith.

JOHNSON Honesty!
JOHNSON'Svoice
LUCAS

Yes!
No! Faithand honesty; your pride i s dishonest!

r

Yo
ar is dishonest! Feel it, Johnson.You know,
you know. . . .

crescendo. JOHNSONi s
racked.)
JOHNSON'Svoice
(Terribly loud.)
JOHNSON
(Blendingwith his own
voice.)

No! ! !

No! ! !

(Hestands upright, picks up
the chair and stares into the
blinding light.)
JOHNSON God! ! I .

. . No!! ! !

(He smashes the chair
across the table, falls, and
lies face upward, sobbing.
The spotlight on him slowly
fades into nothingness.)

END OF ACT Ill

Epilog
(The missionary apartment.
That night. Enter
MARKHAM and JOHNSON.
JOHNSONis in a black,
careless humor. MARKHAM
is frustrated. JOHNSON
flops in an armchair,
MARKHAM at the table.)
MARKHAM

All right, what's on your mind, Elder Johnson?

JOHNSON My mind?Nothing.
MARKHAM

Come on, you've been down all night. Something's
on your mind.

JOHNSON

No. I'm not thinking any more. I'm just feeling.
Lucas suggested it.

MARKHAM Well, you must feel rotten then.

JOHNSON Yes.
(Pause.)
MARKHAM Lucas wants us all to try to forget this morning. At
least the personal feelings. I'mwilling. What do you
say?
JOHNSON You're willing because you came off a jackass.
(MARKHAMstartsto retortangrily.) But don'tworry.
I'm not remembering. Memory is a process of mind,
and I'm not thinking. I'm just feeling.
MARKHAM Can't we do anything, Elder?Won't you try?
JOHNSON My mind is a blank. Are you speaking to me?Beep
beep beep.
MARKHAM Jeez!
(Bangs his handdownon the
table.)
JOHNSON Golly gumdrops!
(He laughs. Pause.)
MARKHAM Oh wow! The transfer sheet. Come on, we've gotto
go back to the post office.
JOHNSON We?
MARKHAM We, Johnson. Let's go.
JOHNSON Oui, a French word signifying the affirmative. My
mind is coming back.
MARKHAM I said, let's go.
JOHNSON Yes, my mind! But it's all so hazy. Did you hear a
jackass bray?
MARKHAM Garbage.
(Barking.)
JOHNSON Hark, Cerberus! Who comes?Goldilocks Lucasand
the Pea-grain?
(Laughs.)
MARKHAM No, it's too early.
(HOLLY appears; knocks.)
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JOHNSON Hol-lee Hello!
(Snaps out.)
MARKHAM

How'd she know where we live?

JOHNSON We taught her here once. Come in, Holly. What i s
it?
HOLLY
MARKHAM

Oh, I must talk to you.
We have to get that transfer sheet. Gordon goes
home tomorrow.

JOHNSON Look, you go ahead, I'll talk to her. It's only five
minutes to the post office. I think she wants to talk
to me anyway. She knows me better.
MARKHAM Shoot, it's against the rules.
JOHNSON Well, but we've got to know about the transfer don't
we?
MARKHAM All right. (To HOLLY.) Sister Chou, we have some
other business to take care of, but we want to help
you too. You talk t o Elder Johnson; I'll be right back.
HOLLY
(She is crying.)

Thank you. (He goes out; barking.) Oh, Elder
Johnson.

JOHNSON Here, s i t down.
(They sit at the table, corner
to corner.)
HOLLY

My father, he is so angry with me.

JOHNSON Why?
HOLLY

I told him Iwanted to go t o .
. . . to study.

. .American college

JOHNSON What's wrong with that?
HOLLY

He says. . .I will stay there. . . and live. . . and
forget China. Ohh. (Sobbing, she takes his hand.)
Forgive me, I am so silly.

JOHNSON No, no. (He strokes her hand.) Holly, you won't
forget China. Your father must know that deep
down. And it would do you good to study in
America. You already have beautiful English, but
you could improve it i n the States. And anyonewho
speaks English has a better chance at a job with all
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the American business here. And those are the
people who get better pay. Have your teacher talk
to him. Do you have a favorite teacher who would
help you?
HOLLY

Yes, I had not thought of that. And we wants me to
go very much. I am his prize student.

JOHNSON There you go. It'll work out.
(He strokes her hand again.)
HOLLY
(She jumps up.)

Oh, you make me so happy!

JOHNSON Good.
(Pause.)
HOLLY

But you are not happy. You have not been happy
since Elder Poll left. Is it this Elder Markham?

JOHNSON No, it's just a lot of things.
HOLLY

Your family?

JOHNSON No, it'sall in my mind.
HOLLY

JOHNSON
(Stands up.)
HOLLY

Tell me. Iamyourfriend. Come,wewillgooutonthe
balconyand talk. The night air sets minds free. (She
stops, looks at him a moment, then leans down and
kisses him on the cheek.) This is howAmerican girls
show concern, i s it not?
Holly.

Is it not allowed?

JOHNSON Yes, it i s allowed.
(Looks at her a moment,
then leans over slowly and
kisses her cheek.)
HOLLY

Youarewonderful! You makemeso happy. Howcan
I make you happy?

(Laughs.)
JOHNSON Justtalk to me. You're very beautiful.
(Seriously, gently.)
HOLLY Come, we will go downtown. Iwill show you my
(Takingcommand.) favorite noodle shop. They serve the best beef
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noodles in the capital. And gigantic bottles of Chi
Shui! Come! It will make you happy again.
JOHNSON No.
HOLLY Why not?
JOHNSON No, I . . . .
HOLLY

It i s this Elder Markham. He is the reason you are
unhappy. Iwill kick his shins for you.

JOHNSON No, it's not Elder Markham.
HOLLY Then why not?
JOHNSON Well, I'd look ridiculous wearinga tie.
HOLLY

Take it off. You are more silly than me.

(Laughs.)
JOHNSON All right. Iwant to. Ijust want to talk to you.
(Takes off the tie slowly,
drapes it over the chair;
softly.)
(Barking.)
HOLLY
(Hand on mouth.)

Elder Markham! He would never let you go. Quick,
the back way.

(She is giggling. This is great
innocent fun. She crosses
into the kitchen, waves him
to come on. He follows
rather dumbly. She opens
the backdoor, beckons him
to be quiet. MARKHAM
storms in in roaring good
spirits, carryinga big bottle
of Chi Shui. JOHNSON
motions HOLLY to go
ahead. She beckons him to
come, goes out. He stands
and listens.)
MARKHAM Johnson,you won't believe it. (Sees the tie,
addresses the bedroom) Come here and have a
glass of Chi Shui. (Pours out JOHNSON'Sdrink,
then his own.) Get this Johnson: Matthews-
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busted t o straight senior. Ican't believe it! JensenAP; Markham - district leader. You get that?
Markham - district leader; all right, huh?Lucas zone leader, and co-senior with Johnson! You get
that? Lucas, your buddy, is your companion -and
you're co-senior! How's that make you feel?You
made it, Johnson! We both made it! And, oh yeah!
Here's the best part. Aletter from Brother Ch'en.
He got his answer. He wants to be baptized in two
weeks. Whaddya say Johnson?(Pause; JOHNSON
looks down again. MARKHAMshakes his head,
begins to read the letter over.) Finally, a good man.
(JOHNSONturns and goes out. The lights fade toa
spotlight o n the table.) He's such a good man.
(MARKHAMdrinks; a door is heard closing; the
lights go off MARKHAM; only the empty chair and
glass, and the tie can be seen.) A good man.
The End
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JOHN T.KESLER
John T. Kesler, a twenty-nineyear old Salt
Lake attorney, was student body president
at the University of Utah, graduated from
the Columb~aUniversity law ~c17001,and
attended the University of Hamburg as a
Rotery International Fellow in political

economy. He has been Executive Director
of the Utah BicentennialCommissionand
Regional Director of Developmentfor The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
in Washington, D.C. John is married to
Colleen (Freddie) Larsen Kesler.

'Would I like to know more about the Mormon Church?I can't believe my friends are
asking me this. I'm sure they realize that I grew up in Salt Lake City and already know
about their religion." Such were my initialthoughts one evening in New York City when
some Mormon friends sprang the golden question. Yet I found myself saying that I
would take the missionary lessons. I was almost surprised to feel an urging within
myself to more thoroughly investigate something which I had rejected so long ago.
As I went home that night I mused about why, at 25 years of age in New York City, I
would take another look at a religion which I considered to be a small and somewhat
eccentric branch of Christian fundamentalism.The main answer I came up with was that
I had investigated about everything else under the sun; so why not take one more hard
look before I dismissed it for good.

My Life to that point seemed like a never ending search for some deeper reaIiiy than I
found readily apparent in my day-to-day environment. At first I was fascinated by the
frontiers of the mind. By the time I was eleven I had read most of the books in the Salt
Lake City Library on extrasensory perception and mental telepathy. During junior
high schoolyears I became an expert in hypnotism and the power of suggestion and
did research on optical illusions.
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As a child I attended an Episcopal church, but developed an increasingly cautious
attitudeabout religious conversion. My studies of the mind had revealed to me how
prone individuals are to self-deludingleaps of faith. Consequently, I vowed that I
would resist such leaps to the utmost of my ability until I had searched as honestly
and thoroughly as I was able and until what finalleap might eventually be necessary
would be based to the extent possible on knowledge and self-knowledge. This
attitude resulted in most of my youth being spent as a skepticand a aitic of others'
beliefs. If I was outwardly tolerant it belied the processesof my mind which were
apart what I felt were the inadequaciesof the world
constantly analyzing and piviews of those around me. By the time I graduated from college, however, I realized
that somehow I must find some affirmative belief of my own.
Soonafter I started doing graduate work in Germany, I decided to put myself through a
self-analysis. I wanted to see if there was some common denominator within me which
could mognize personal truths.
After about a month of trying to purge myself of all elements which had been imposed by
others or picked up by habit rather than emerging from some truth or essence within, I
began to feel as if I were falling into nothingness. The sensation was like jumping into a
well, falling further and further into darkness with the light at the mouth of the well
representing all that was recognizableand secure, becoming less and less distinct, and at
the same time fallinginto a dimensionlessvoid without parameters or signpoststo orient
oneself. Eventually Ifelt that I had hit bottom and then began to rebuild. I was surprised
how few perspectives I had that seemed to be purely in tune with what I felt was an
inner essence that I had discovered.

This intemal mechanism was not like a book which I could open at will and read what
was right and what directions I should take in life. It was more like a tuning fork. When
thoughts or experiencesrang true to me or at the right pitch, to use the simile, the tuning
fork within would begin to resonate, to signal that I was receivng ideas or directions or
concepts which were in harmony with this internal signal.
I wasn't sure if this dimension within me was a synthesis of all my intellectual, emotional
andinstinctivefacultiesor whether it found its source from something more universal. In
any event I came to trust that this signalshouldbe the sourceof the finaldiscernmentof a
matter after all thoughts and emotions had been consulted. In the next severalyears I
learned by trialand error that not paying attention to that beacon was a mistake.
I now had a firm sense that if there was a way of life that was true or right, I would
recognize it if I found it. So I began a renewed effort to review different moral,
philisophical and religious outlooks as well as scientific, particularly psychological and
behavioralviews of man. After a year in Germany,I spent a year working and thenbegan
attending law school. Every moment I could spare from my legal studies 1pursued my
personal investigations. Sometimes I would stay up an entire night pouring over the
writings of an original thinker such asNietzshte or a particularlypenetrating moralist. I
finally became rather discouraged about the prospect of finding any kind of absolute
answers. So I put my search in low gear for the time being and began to pursue more
immediate concerns.

Yet, I still could not deny the force within me which somehow told me that I should
persevere in my search for more universal perspectives. More than anytiung else in the
last year my inner beacon had responded affirmativelyto C h r i s Y s message of b e . I had
a cult time conceiving of his actual divinity, but I felt that I probably needed to
reconsider the implicationsof his lifeand ministry. I was in the process of doing so when
my Mormon friends asked me if I wanted to investigatetheir church. When I recalled the

past several years, I had to admit I had given about everything else a chance. Now was
the time, I thought, to make a final appraisal of even this unlikely Church.
During the firstseveral missionary lessons, it was reconfirmed that I was already
reasonably well informed on the basic doctrines of the Church. In hter lessons I became
more aggressive in trying to contradict the two young men who were teaching me, and
pointed out many of the strongest arguments against the Church that I had learned so
well growingup as a non-Mormon in Salt Lake City. Yet despite the ease with which
I could sometimesbring their arguments to a dead end, I was impressed by their
reaction to my analytical sorties. They would always fall back on their personal
testimony, that they had an inner knowledge that what they taught was true as
though they were in tune to their own inner beacons. I was well aware that a clever
arguer can seeminglymake a shambles of any message, whether it is true or not, and
began to think that perhaps I was trying to be a little bit too clever.
Iwas skeptical, though, because when I analyzed the church and its claims from a purely
intellectualpoint of view, it was my honest assessment that the whole thing was simply
not believable. From what I had read it appeared that there was not a prominent
non-Mormon archeologist who felt that there was much of a possiWty that the
civilization described in the Book of Mormon existed. As far as I knew, similar
conclusions seemed to hold true for non-Mormon anthropologists who had looked
at the Mormon claims that Indians are direct descendants of OldTestament Semites.
I also had a hard time understanding why the Mormon Church should be the only
group or institution I had ever found that denied privileges to the Negro on other
than man-inspired discriminatory grounds. In short, it seemed that if one was going
tobe rationalby 20th century standards, there was not much of a likelihood that one
would end up believing in the claims of the Church.
In spite of such questions I decided to try to live their religion. I thought that if there
was a chance in the world that it was true in spite of my best rational assessments to
the contrary, I was going to let that inner beacon, or what the missionariescalled the
Spirit of Christ, give me feedback on the matter.
To my surprise, over a few months, my commitment to living their way of life increased.
Each step I took in living the tenents of this church led me to take another. I was by no
means desperate to leap into something just to find s d t y ; as a matter of fact, it was
with reluctance at some points that I decided to make additional commitments. For
instance, going to church had been a distastefulthing for me ever since I was quite young
and had noticed the piousness that some people exude this one day a week only. Yet
before long I began to go to church regularly. In each case when I took another step in
living the gospel as taught by The Church of JesusChrist of Latter-day Saints, Icould feel
the seed that was planted there grow and yield satisfaction and fulfillment.

Learning to pray was the most diflicultinitial step for me. Getting humbly on my knees to
pray about material, some of which I assumed down deep was nothing but fantasy, to a
God I couldn't conceive of, seemed almost absurd at times. Yet still having faith in
that urging within me which kept telling me that there was truth to be discovered
which was better and truer than what I had yet found, I bowed my head and prayed.
It was a fatal exerciseat first. Eventually, though, I felt a longing to return again and
again, to come in tune with the currents in the depths of myself in search of the
eternal within and a sense of the infinite beyond.
I soonbegan to feel a polarity within myself. My mind would go over it again and again,
but I could not escape the conclusion that the claims of this church were simply not
believable; they just seemed too unlikely. On the other hand, I had never before
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experienced such a constant and growing satisfaction from anything in which I had
previously been involved. I began to feel that whether or not final truths were ever
discoverable in a pure form I should grasp that which best brings me most in harmony
with what I feelin my inner essence of with the Spirit of Christ. In other
words, whether or not the claims of the Mormon Church were literally true, I was
beginning to feel that there was no reason not to embrace their way of life since it was
superior to all other philosophies, religions, or outlooks I had yet found or manufactured.
After I reached this conclusion I began to pray more fervently concerning the
truthfulness of this church. One evening after reading one of the last sections of the Book
of Mormon, I decided that more than ever before I must completely absorb myself in
prayer, somehow communicate with God, if he was there. I knelt in deep supplication
for a few minutes, then found that thoughts and temptations began to enter my mind. I
felt as if some force was trying to keep me from praying. I tried in vain to break out of a
darkness which engulfed me. After some time I lay on the floor of my apartment
exhausted but free from this iduence. The next two evenings much the same type of
occurrence ensued when I attempted to pray for an answer to my questions about the
Book of Mormon and the Mormon Church.
On the burth evening I completed the Book of Mormon for the first time since I had
finished the missionary lessons. With all the earnestness I possessed I prayed once again.
Almost immediately a power came over me that was so strong it pulled me out of the
concentration of my prayer. I got up to see if someone was in the darkness of my mom,
for I felt something there. Finding nothing, I dropped to my knees again, but
immediately felt completely engulfed in a suffocating darkness. I had the sensation of
being thrown by someone or something, and fell against the wall by which I had been
kneeling. As I struggled to get up off the floor, I had never been in such despair in my life.
With every ounce of strength that I still possessed I returned to my knees and called for
my Father in Heaven.
At that moment a warm, burning sensation came flowing into my body. In concurrence
with this feelinga light surrounded me and filled my entire being. Then a voice spoke to
me which filled me as completely as the light and the burning. It said, "John, the Book of
your prayers. You
Mormon is true. Let your Uncle Joseph know that I have a n s w e ~ d
will see him before he leaves this earth." Then the light and the burning subsided.
Exhausted, I went to bed.

I

1
1

In the morning I got up and wrote a letter to my great uncle, Joseph Fielding Smith,
President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, whom I had never met,
explaining who I was, that I had received an answer to my prayers and was joining the
Church. Instead of mailing the letter 1pushed it to the back of my desk and went on to
my responsibilities. As the letter lay on my desk for severaldays, 1went over and over
what had happened. I explored the possibility that I had become so worked up in my
desire to receive ananswer that my unconscious had fabricated the sensations that came
over me and the voice which spoke to me. On the other hand, that force within me that
had pushed me my entire life and had never let me rest or be satisfied with that I had
found said, 'Yes, you have found the truth." As usual, I gave in to my inner
promptings. I mailed the letter to President Smith and communicated to the local
bishop that I had decided to join The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
I was in an interesting predicament. It seemed as though I had progressed from faith or
hope to real personal knowledge that the gospel as taught by this Church was true, but at
the same time there was my critical intellect which still questioned various claimsof the
Church. I had never expected that faith and knowledge would precede belief, but in
some respects, it had happened.
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A short time after my baptism 1experienced a confirmationof the truthfulness of the
communicationI had receivedin response to my prayers. I recalled that the voice had
toldme that I would seepresident Smith"before heleft this earth." President Smithhad
not responded to my letter, but I thought that perhaps somedayImight be able to shake
his hand. Shortly after I was baptized, however, I was in Salt Lake City and an aunt of
mine said out ofthe blue, '111bet you would like to meet and talk with President Smith,
wouldn't you." I was so surprised, but within a few days I had the singular opportunity
to meet him and to sit down and converse withhim for about an hour. A few dayslaterhe
suddenly died. I thought back to the promise of the voice and felt humbled and gratified.
Doubts were gradually dispelled frommy mind after that event, not, Ibelieve, because I
had given up maintaining a aitical intellect, but because I would better allow
communications from God to reach me and the blessings and realities of the gospel to
take their proper perspective in my mind as well as in my heart.
It may appear to a non-Mormonreader that I have fallen victim of self-delusions of a type
that I had wanted so much to avoid, a spiritual conversion through emotional catharsis
based on an overwhelmingdesire to confirm what I wanted to believe. All I can say to the
skeptic is that living the gospel of JesusChristas taught by the MonnonChurchworks. It
changes one's life for the better and one receives spiritual confirmationof the comxtness
of this commitment.
I searched my entire life as much as was humanly possible for me to discover truth.
Armed with the best theories of man and a skepticism that had kept me from accepting
any other religion, philosophy, or definitive outlook during periods when I needed
security much more than when Iinvestigated theMormon Church, I had to face spiritual
reality when I found it. I feel I have continued to maintain a criticalintellect. The result has
been that my commitment and conversion to this Church and to Christ have kept
growing,for I have received confirmation many times in many ways since then of the
truthfulness of this Church.

It is difficult for many people today to bow their heads and humbly pray about a " n e w
church with claims that are so dramatic. Yet it is my firm belief that whoever plants the
seed of this Church in his heart and humbles himself just enough to let it grow, will travel
down the same road that I have. As so many people in all walks of life all over the world
are experiencing, he will come to know that Christ's true church exists onthe earth today:
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
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Reserved for the discoveries, inquiries,
and personal opinions of Sunstone
readers. Statements and quotations
submitted to the Forum should deal
constructively with some aspect of
Mormon experience, scholarship, issues of art, and be in harmony with
basic principles of the Restored Gospel. Share it. Question it. Discuss it
Support it. In the Forum.
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Richard Sherlock

peamfulness of the Mormons in contrast
The Church was not troubled by modemism, he asserted, because Mormons knew
by revelation the errors in such teaching!
This may have been a useful exercise in
pulpit oratory, but it was hardly an accurate assessment of the state of affairs in
Zion at the time.

E. E. Ericksen, The PsychologicalandEthical Aspects of Mormon Group Life, Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1974.
100 pages + Introductory Essay, "The Religious Thought of E. E. Ericksen," by Sterling M. McMurrin. $5.

At the April conference in 1924 Apostle
Rudger Clawson gave a speech in which
he piesented a new variation on a favorite
Mormon theme: the contented Saints vs.
the troubled sectarian world. Using as his
point of departure the bitter debate over
"modemist" theology at the 1923 conferenm of the Presbyterian church, Clawson
pointed with pride to the unanimity and
1. Rudger Clawson, ConferenoeReports,April 4,1924.
2. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1922. The

While there are numerous materials
which are relevant and important to the
understanding of the "modernist
phenomenon" in twentieth century
Mormonism, none quite equals E. E.
Ericksen's The Psychologiml and Efhiazl Aspects of Mormon Group Life published just
two years prior to Clawson's tak2 Originally written as a dissertation for the
philosophy department at the University
of Chicago, this work boldly adopted a
functional interactionist explanation for
the development of Mormon ideals and
patterns of moral behavior. Here for the
first time a young Mormon intellectual
turned a critical eye on his own comrnunity and interpreted its history in terms of
the social scientist. The interactionist
theory of George Herbert Mead, one of the
few really important philosophers
America has produced, is here turned t e
wards the data of Mormon history. If the
results are sometimes less than convincing they are nevertheless of the first importance methodologically.
Ericksen's naturalistic outlook, gained
from his Chicago teachers Mead, James
1974 reprint contains an excellent introduction by a
former student, colleague, and close friend of
Ericksen, Sterling M. McMumn.
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Tufts and Edward Arnes, saw the distinc "The New Mormon Hi~tory."~
Though
tive moral norms and practices of Mor- this new history is more accurate than its
monism as the result of interaction bet- predecessors, including Ericksen, the
ween the community and the great forces "cutting edge" of the separation between
which it has had to face in its history. it and an older generation of Mormon hisEricksen argued that there had been three torians lies elsewhere. What is central
major "conflicts" which had engaged the is that the new historians are really
attention of Mormonism in its history; out committed to the canons of historical
of these, the distinctive features o f ~ o r - proof and explanation that define the dismon life have emerged The first was the cipline of history in the modem west To
conflict with the "gentiles" which drove read an essay like Leonard Arrington's
them from Missouri and Illinois. The sea "An Economic Interpretationof the Word
ond was the conflict with the hostile envi- of Wisdom" is to be constantly reminded
ronment in the Great Basin in the face of how close this work is to Ericksen's
the necessity of settlmg the land The last functionalist interpretation of much of
major conflict was that which emeged in Mormon culture and life?
this century between traditional Mormon
orthodoxy and new currents of thought in It is at this point that Eridcsen poses the
sociology; biology, philosophy &d in methodological question more sharply
familial and business affairs. Out of the than any of the "new historians" has yet
first phase ernqed the strong emotional done. If the distinctive features of the
ties of group loyalty and solidarity that Mormon social system =present no more
bind Mormons together; "he who is not than the interesting or valuable responses
with us is against us." Out of the second of the leadership to the demands of foms
emeged a spirit of utilitarianism, a kind outside their immediate control, what
of practical and pragmatic emphasis on happens to the concepts of revelation,
temporal welfare; the loyal servant of the prophecy and inspirtation that are central
kingdom was also efficient - in coloniz- in Mormonism? This is not to say that an
ing, in raising a family or in work for a account of these concepts cannot be given
&OD. Out of the last conflict came the which essentially supports Ericksen's outemp'hasis on faith, dogma and ritual prac- look. It is to assert that this is the fundatice; the emphasis came to be placed more mental question which Ericksen's essay
and more on correct belief and ritual be- poses and to which no satisfactory
havior to combat"the ways of the world" answers have yet been offered by Mormon
h i s t o h or philosophers.
Such an outline cannot really do justice to
the complexitiesof Mormon history, a fact This issue is a vital part of the third conof which Ericksen was well aware. Furth flict which Ericksen depicted in the modermore some of his aqyments are simply em Church. It was this issue which was
inaccurate - for example, his assertion clearly at the core of his own life and
that evolutionary biology is incompatible thought: how to reconcile the scientific
Despite these and philosophic perspectives of modem
with Mormon orthodo~y.~
inaccuracies and simplifications, how- man with the basic dochines and attitudes
ever, Ericksen's essay really goes to the of Mormonism6 He was preoccupied
heart of what Robert Flanders has called with this issue from his earliest
3. Bid., p. 63 My own unpublishedresearch shows
dearly that this statement was inaccurate when
Ericksen wrote it and that this whole discussion of
the 1911 BYU fracas is somewhat misdirected.
4. Robert Flanders, "Some Reflections on the New
Mormon History," Dialogue 9:l (Spring, 1974). pp.
34-41.

5. Leonard Arrington, "An Economic Interpretation of the Word of Wisdom."BYU Studies 1 (1958).
p p 37-49.
6. See esp. pp. S(F100. Also see the very similar
discussion by Thomas m a , TheMomons (Chicago:
University of ChicagoPress, 1957). pp. 232-57.
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remains largely
first love, philo~ophy,~
untouched.
If everything is not as Ericksen's 1922
essay envisioned it, neither is it quite as
Ericksen's monograph under review here bleak as he feared Nonetheless, it seems
is the primary document of his intellec- to me that we have yet to answer the questual career, as well as a central document tion posed by Ericksen's life and work. In
of twentieth century Mormon intellectual the concluding pages of his work Ericksen
life. It is obviously a treatise by a modern- wrote: 'When a sacred subject is once
ist, liberal intellectual who is deeply admitted to discussion it tends to lose its
divinity and sometimes its vitality as a
concerned over the future of his C h ~ c h . ~
factor in controL"1° For all those who care
In some respects the Church has d e
about the Church and the meaning and
veloped in precisely the opposite direc- value that it gives to men's lives this is a
tion fmm that which Ericksen would have disturbing comment. Once the
wanted. His call for a more vigorous "se philosopher, the historian and the social
cial gospel" program in the Church or- scientist have finished their examinaganization was not very well met for tions, what is left of the deeply religious
years; perhaps the revitalized Church 5b message of the Church zind its 0%cial Services program moves further in tion? To deny the germis of philosophy is
this direction. His call for a more demo- to be trapped in the darkness of irrationak
cratic church has certainly not made any ity and nihilism; but to openly proclaim it
headway. Nevertheless Mormon is to raise the most profound questionsyet
biologists now openly teach evolution at raised about the meaning of the gospel.
BYU and Mormon historians and social That we have not yet answered his chalscientists of the highest professional and lenge is a measure of the contribution
religious standing openly and honestly Ericksen has made to the intellectual life
study the Mormon experience. Ericksen's of the modem Church.
philosophic education under William
Chamberlin to his last work on the tension between philosophy and the
Church.

7. E E. Ericksen, "Priesthood and Philosophy," Pmd i n g s of the Ufah Amdemy of Sn'mae, Arb and Leftm,
34 (1957), pp. 13-22.
8 . His most expliut modernist account of religious
belief as an expression of and support for moral va!ues is in his Social Ethics (Garden City: Doubleday,
1937). pp. 275-290. Ericksen's Mormon comrnitrnents are evidenced by his service on the YMMIA
General Board from 1922-1935.
9. Ericksen taught philosophy at the University of

Richard Sherlock, a Ph.D. candidate at
Harvard, graduated from the University of
Utah in history and obtained a Master of
Theological Studies at Harvard Divinity
School in 1972. For the past two years

Utah for thirty-three years. He was head of the department from 1918 to 1948, Dean of Arts and Sciences from 1942-1948, and Chairman of Philosophy
at the University of Nevada from 1948 to 1953. He
was President of the American Philosophical Sodety, Paafic Divis~on,in 1942. In 1965 theuniversity of
Utahbestowedits highest honorin creating theE. E.
Ericksen Chair of Philosophy.
10. Psychologiazl and Ethiml Aspects

. . ., p. 99.

Richard has been a Kennedy Foundation
Fellow in Medical Eth~csat Harvard and
was a summer Research Fellow at the
Church Histoncal Department in 1974. He
is married to Peggy Hansen Sherlock.
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